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ABSTRACT. 
This study considered the validity of Petty and Cacioppo's (1981J 1986aJ 1986b) 
Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion (ELM) in the context of an attempt to 
enlwlce favourable attitudes toward AIDS victims and homosexuals. The relative 
impact of 11central" versus 11peripheral11 route processing of a dispassionate written 
message and a threat appeal was examined. It was hypothesized that a favourable 
advocacywouldJ when processed centrally, induce attitude change which is relatively 
more persistent over time than if it were processed peripherally. A significant gender 
difference in attitudes toward both AIDS victims and homosexuals was also 
hypothesized and a high positive correlation between these attitudes was predicted. 
Attitudes were measured using the "Kite Homosexual Attitude Scale" (Kite & DeauxJ 
1986 )i and the "Attitudes to AIDS Victims Scale", an instrument devised by the author 
for the purposes of this study. 
A significant improvement in subjects' attitudes toward AIDS victims and 
homosexuals was recorded over the four weeks between assessments. Gender was 
found to be a powerful predictor of attitude. Consistent with expectations, males were 
significantly less favourable in their attitudes toward both AIDS victims and 
homosexuals than females. Scores on the tvo attitude measures were highly 
correlated. (p=.7nS). In all other respects the findings were inconsistent vith the 
experiment.al hypotheses and the adequacy of the ELM was called into question as a 
result. Because of the limitations of the study, however, the issue was inconclusive. 
The use of threat appeals as a preventive health strategy was discounted. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION. 
The ,.6,.cq uired Irnmlmodeficiency Syndrome ,,as first described in the Uni t2d St.ates in 
1981. In the relatively short space of time since then the acronym "AIDS' has entered 
U1e vernacular <>f the English-speaking world, '{\1hile the syndrome itself has 
commanded a degree of media attention norm.ally reserved for brush-fire ~lfil' or 
natural disaster. An entire research and pharmaceutical industry has gro~m up arotmd 
U1e disease1 and international concern about its spread has resulted m 
massive financial appropriations, all applied to a search for 11hat, to date., has been 
an elusive nostnun. 
The level of attention .§1ven AIDS might be said to be disproportionate illhen 
considered relative to that devoted to other communicable and no less fat:"-tl conditions. 
Nonetheless, its advent has clearly given rise to widespread. public alz-rrm, and it is 
perhaps to that alarm that the evident preoccupation 11ith the disease might be 
attributed. Irrespective of underlying reasons, ho'!'11ever,it is evident that AIDS has 
been highly influential in the formation of people's attitudes in a munber of critical 
areas. 
Identified in some quarters, for example1 as "the homosexuals' disease" (Chet'!",,1ynd, 
1937), AIDS has given rise to extremist calls for, among other things, the compulsory 
registration and medical screening of all kncr~ln homosexual men. Fear of its 
contraction has1 moreover, underscored the refusal by some members of the medical 
profession to treat or in any way come into contact 1,1ith victims of the disease, just as 
it has lead to t11e social isolation of those found to be carrying the AIDS antibodies 
(Smilgis, 1987). 
Quite clearly) not all reactions to AIDS bave been eit11er socially constructive or 
necessarily consistent ~.rith efforts to prevent its further spread. Discriminatory 
practices and the perpetuation of myths about the selective nattll'e of t11e disease may 
~.1elli in facti prove counter-productive. Given this, t118 AIDS issue confronts us not 
onlyi.rit11 the variability of peoples' attitudes) but also '!'1ith the more urgBnt question 
as th hoi.1 those attitudes can be modified toi;:.,ard ends v..,hich are both rnore caring 
and socially responsible. 
It is this question 'l'lllich is addressed ge11erally in t110 present study. In the cont.Bxt of 
an attempt to enhance favo1.U'able attitudes toward AIDS victims and homosexuals a 
model of persUZ1Sion and attitude ehange is eY,.amined and conclusions dra'*-rn as to its 
reliability in producing attitude change 'l'.rhich is both predictable and persistBnt in 
nature. 
Attitude and Persuasion. 
The attitude construct has been one of t11e most central in the study of social 
psychology (Allport., 1968, cited in Fishbein & A jzen, 1975). Generally regarded as a 
latent variable guiding and influencing behaviour, it has lain at tl10 heart of 
explanations of such divers phenomena as interpersonal attraction, discrimination, 
political decision-making and prev'entive health practices. Because of its assumed role 
in the det.errnination of beha.viour, moreover, its study has inevitably been tied to U10 
study of influence and persuasive communication. The modification of peoples' 
behaviour via the manipulation of their attitudes has been a persistent aim of 
advertisers, religious groups_, educators and governments alike and in trus respect 
attitude has consistently been regarded as a tool for social changB. 
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Despite the traditionally central place given attitude in applied fields of psychology, 
ho~lever1 its operational definitions have been rnany and its meaning ambiguous as a 
result (Fishbein & A jzen., 1972). Typically lo~l correlations between attitudes and 
behaviour have cast doubt on the predictive utility of the construct., ~lhile extB11Sive 
empirical research has produced little consensus as to ho~, attitudes might be 
changBd. (Hirnrnelfarb & Eagly., 1974) These evident deficits have contributed to 
~,hat, by the late 1960's, had become a confused area of study and prompted Kehnan's 
claim (1974) that attitude research 11as "but a cheap substitute for more elaborate 
studies of social psychology". It was U1is perception ~,rrich 1.mderlay tlie subsequent 
hiatus in tlie psychological investigation; a hiatus ~lhich has persisted from that time 
until verv recentlv. -· .. , 
The last fe'll years have seen a resur;;ience in interest in tlie studv of attitudes and . ,_. ~ 
researchers are once more e}.1'loring the processes underlying the attitude-behaviour 
relationship. Despite the specification of conditiorn 1.mder ~lhich attitudes ~.rould and 
irnu1d. not predict behavio1.U" 1 ho~rnver (A jzen & Fishbein! 1977., cited in Petty & 
Cacioppo, l 986a)., the deficits in past research have rernained. problematic and 
acco1.mt substjjntially for the less enthusiastic resmr1ption of investigations into 
perslli:.tSive connnm1ication and attitude change (Petty & Cacioppo., 1986a). The 
quantity of the data and. the diversity of tlieoretical perspectives have presented major 
obstacles to persuasion researchers, not least because of the frequently contradictory 
nature of tlie evidence that has been obtai1i8d. Independent variables tliought to be 
effective in enhancing persuasion in soni8 cont..e}..'is have been fo1.m.d to have negligible 
or evBn detriment.al effect in otl1ers. Even for the simplest of variables mixed results 
have been obt~ned, underscoring not only the complexity of the persuasion-attitude 
relationship, but also the historical lack of agreenIBnt concen1ing tlie role of tlie many 
persuasive variables in determining the closeness of tl1atrelationship. 
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The value of continuing research into attitude change might still , therefore, be 
legitirnately called into question. Doubts as to its utility not'i-1ithstan.dingi ho~1ever, the 
area has again become a popular one for researchers. For an explanation of this one 
need only look to current preoccupation with the attit.ud.e-behaviotu' correspondence 
and, in particular_. the enduring belief in the potential for influencing peoples' social 
behaviours by tlie manipulation of tlieir attitudes. Tlie identification of variables and 
conditions 1.1hich 'i-lill effect attitude changB, enhance compliant behaviom·s and 
ensure tlie persistence of those behaviours has an intrinsic interest of its o~.1n_; all tlie 
rn.ore because of tlie social1 political andlor financial ends to 'i-Jhich those variables 
might be applied.. 
Increasingly\ tlierefore1 tlie study of persuasion and attitude change has focussed upon 
tlie developnient of ne~r models for mlderst1Iiding the inconsistencies of past research 
mld enabling greater ge1ieralisation about 'i-lhat compo1lf!nts in tlie persuasion process 
m·e effective in bringing about attitude change. This study describes one such model 
developed. by Pett~l and Cacioppo (1981)986a_, 1986bt and considers its application 
m1.d effectiveness in the enhancenif!nt of positive attitudes to'i-lard AIDS victirns m1.d 
homosexuals. By 'i-my of introduction} t1ie principal elements or vm·iables of 
persuasion upon ~lhich tliat model is based m·e briefly outii1ied. 
The ComP.onents of Persuasion. 
The study of persuasion has almost inevitably been reduced. to tlie study of 
connnunication. So much so t111.t the classical mialysis of commtmication as a matter of 
1lho says what_, via ~lhat. medium_, to ,,horn., and for ~lhat purpose (Lass~rnll., 1948! 
cited in lvicGuireJ 1985), underpins tlie traditional division of tlie components of 
persuasion into five broad classes of variable. Specifically: message source, the 
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message it.self, the comrmmicationchannel used., the message recipient, and the targBt 
or intended purpose of the connnunication. 
Source Variables. Those components or characteristics gB11erally regarded as 
falling under the rubric of message som·ce variables include som·ce credibility_. 
attractiveness and poi,er. These tln·ee characteristics reflect the classical cognitive-
affective-conative analysis of attitudes and are usefully described in the three part 
(internalisation, introject.ion and comt,liance) model of attitude change devised by 
Kelman ( 1961-' cited in McGuire., 1985). 
In that model Kelman defines source credibility as being dependent upon the apparent 
trust~lorthiness and expertise oft.he source and i.1hether he or she is perceived by the 
messagB recifrient as willing to impart that expertise ~,ithout. distortion or bias. Given 
these qualifying characteristics, the persuasive impact of a message is increased and 
recipients are, as a consequence, more likely to assirnilate tl1e information imparted 
and incorporate it ink) their normative stn1ctm·es (Eagly, ~Nood & Chaiken1 1978). 
Source att1·activeness1 on the other hand, is described as resting on the similarity_, 
farniliarity and likeability of the source in the eyes of the message recipient and is, 
according to Kelman, moderated by that recipient's level of motivation to enhance his 
or her self-image by identifying witl1 such a sotu'Ce. To the extent Uiat motivation is 
present, the att1·activeness of Uie som·ce has proven critical in determining the 
persuasiv-re impact of a communication (McGuire1 1985). The final sotu·ce 
characteristic1 po,.1er, is simply determined by the degree to which the source is 
perceived as having control over rewards and punishments and is able1 consequently, 
to ensure behavioural compliance (\1/heeless, Baraclough & Ste1lart1 1983). 
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These three source characteristics are by no rneans exclusive and altBrnat.ive analyses 
have introduced additional dirnensions to the source variable - persuasion 
relationship. \Vhile there is evidence to support Kelrn.an's tricomponential analysis 
(Insko,Drenan & Solor11zm, 1983).. it. 1101-tld be UI1'{lise to consider the persuasive 
impact of source as reflecting three simple niain effects. The likely interaction 
bet'9.1een the three variables ( e.g. 1 credibility and po11er) suggests, rather_. that 
attitude change is in fact brought about by a cor.nbination of charactBristics (Hass, 
19811 cited in lvicGuire> 1985) . Given the potential for additional contextual effects> 
itis apparent that the overall effect of source variables on the persuasive i1npact of a 
connnunication 111i11 be difficult to predict. 
Message Characteristics. lv1essage characteristics have been extensively studied 
and there seems th be little disaQreement. amor1i;J researchers concerning the critical ._. '"'t:• 
natUI·e of m.essage style to attitude change. The type and intensity of the advocacy or 
appeal} the ordering of arguments> the affective component., language intensity and 
message saliance all feat.m·e among the many subclasses of variables considered under 
tliis head (Reardon> 1981: lvicGuire, 1985). The extent of the research 
nohlithstar.uiing> ho1leve1\ relatively fe'9l empirically based generalisations can be 
made as to i.1hat ma.ke a particular message persuasi1v'B. The inconsistency of research 
findings and the undoubted interaction ,.1ith recipient characteristics such as age, sex 
and intelligence again make prediction difficult (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a). 
Communication Channel. Chaimel variables are those paths of connrnmication 
by,,liichamessage is relayed to the recipient. Television, the printed word. political 
hoardings are all examples of the v-a.rious r.oeans used to impart arguments and 
appeals, and much research has been devotBd to ex(Jnrining how these (,!Jt.ernative 
mBans affect the persuasive impact of a communication. Differential media effects 
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have been observed. Television, for example, has been found to command greater 
attention relative to the printed 11ord. Information retention and attitudes, however, 
have been sho~.m to be more closely related to print than to exposure to the electronic 
media (Barro~1s, 1981, cited in McGuire, 1985). Thus ~,hile, for simple messages, 
the attention commanding superiority of television may ,,ell be employed to 
ad.vantage, for difficult information print has been found to be marginally superior, 
particularly if the source is regarded as relatively more credible (Chaiken and Eagly, 
1976, 1983). 
Clearly, then1 while the relativ·e differences in the persuasive impact of channel 
variables can be readily determined, those differences must be considered not in 
terms of their main effect, but rather in terms of tlieir interaction with oilier 
persuasive variables. The 1nediatfon of persuasion again becomes, therefore1 a matt.er 
difficult to predict (McGuire, 1985). 
ReciP.ient Characteristics. Similzil' interactions must. also be ta.ken int1.) accom1t 
1.1hen considering the personal characteristics of tlie message recipient. Dispositional 
factors such as age and suggestibility will interact wit11 message and situational 
variables wiU1 the result that the persuasive impact of a communication will be 
moderated not only by source and message variables, but also by individual 
difference. 
Such moderating effects have been found for recipient gender, age, self-esteem and 
level of motivation or attention to the commurJication. In the case of gender, studies 
of sex differences ha,;,e provided some support for the view that females are more 
persuasible than males, although the magnitude of difference is, for all practical 
purposes, negligible (Eagly & Carli, 1983). Recipient motivation to evaluate or 
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process a message is also critical and is of particular significance to the present study. 
Inferred frorn the recipient's level of personal involvement} issue relevant knowledge 
and interest in an issue} motivation is described by Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a} 1986b) 
as dependent principally upon three situational variables: the personal relevance of 
tli.e messagB_, the degTee of personal responsibility for evaluating that niessagB and the 
nmnber of source frorn '*'hich it has been obtaill.8d. Should, for example) a recipient 
consider an issue to have "significant consequences for [his or her] o'*,n life" (Apsler 
& Seal's} 1965, cited in Petty and Cacioppo, 1986a), that recipient '1!',lill be more likely 
to critically evaluate any relevant information and, in the case of a credible advocacy, 
intem\:tt.B that information into his or her normative structm'e. ·-· 
Target Variables. The most common aim of any persuasive conrrnunication is., of 
cotU'se, to bring about an attitu.de change. This hjS been the main intent influencing 
the use of each of the four broad classes of variable described above . ..,6 ... n additional, 
but no less significant object, is to ensure the persistence of that changB in the face of 
possible future co1.mter-persuasion. The latter aim is of particular theoretical and 
applied sio11ificance not least because it tio·htens the criteria as to Vi!hat constitutes a b J b 
truly effective persuasive message. 
Research into the temporal decay of induced attitude change indicates ~lide variation 
in tbe length of time for 'l!',1111.ch an attitude changB is maintain.ed. Observations range 
from days (e.g.J Rimis et al., 1977) t,e> months (P.SmithJ 1976), the period. w1·ying 
according to the variables involved. Delayed impact effectsJ where the persuasive 
content is strong., have also been observed with similar variation (Cook & Flay, 1979, 
cited inlv1cGuire, 1985). 
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The extent of these variations in persuasive effect illu.strates the complexity of 
inducing persistent attitude chan.gB and., particularly, the degree to which that 
persistence is sub_iect to a 'Slide range of potential interactions. Techniques for 
ensuring attitude persistence are., therefore., many and stratagBms such as the 
nIBrri.pulation of motivation and U-1e "inoculation" of recipients by pre-exposure to 
belief-~1reatening materials are representati\.'B only of the possible range of 
manipulations (l"kGuire, 1985). 
RetrosP.ective. 
Clearly, U1en, U1e persuasive impact of a communication is complexly mediated. It is 
dependent not just upon a single elen1ent in t11e communication process, but rather 
upon a nmltiplicity of classes and sub-classes of persuasive variables (md the 
interactions bet"9.1een them. This fact underlies both U1e inconsistency of the findings 
of past research as 1{,lell as U1e ongoing difficulty of predicting attitude change 
out;:~ornes, and it is against this backgrom1d that Petty and Cacioppo 
(1981, 1986a, 1986b) have developed their general U1eory of attitude change ~.rhich 
they call "U1e Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion" 
The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion ( ELM L 
Attempting to accom1t for the differential persistence of induced attitud.e change, 
ilhile integrating U1e rnany apparently inconsistent research findings and U1eoretical 
perspectives, Petty and Cacioppo (1986a) have conceptualised persuasion as 
occurring via one of two distinct routes, t110 "central" processing route and the 
"peripheral". Following Chaiken's (1980) cognitive analysis of persuasion, they 
define central route processing as involving the critical evaluation, or elaboration, on 
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the part of the message recipient of the essential 1.1orth of the message content. 
Intrinsic to that evaluation will be ru1 assessment of tJre e1.ient to 11hich the advocacy 
ad.vru-:u:ed in the message is supported. In their o,m terms: "[This] first type of 
persuasion is that ~,hich likely results from a person's careful and thoughtful 
consideration of the true merits of tlie information advanced in support of ru1 
advocacy" (Petty&. Cacioppo, l 986aJ p.125). Here the quality of the rnessage content 
is a critical det.erminrmt of the persuasive impact of a communication. 
The peripheral route to persuasion) by contrast} focuses on the cl1ru·act.eristics of the 
persuasion process, rather than upon the merits of the rnaterial presented. In this 
cont.ext persuasion occm·s as a result of such simple contextual cues as som·ce 
attractiveness llhich induce attitude changB without necessitating detailed cog1litive 
evaluation of ttre message content (Petty &, Cacioppo} 1986a). Although peripheral 
cues are typiC'"ally defined as cl1a1·acteristics of the rnessage som·ce or the situation in 
-r;::lhich the communication occm·s., they can also include psychological and 
physiological ';,;rru·iables. Petty and Cacioppo ( 19 86a) argue for e1.7a.mple that when an 
association is formed in the 1nind of the recipient betl.1een tile attitude object and some 
tlegative stimulus in tile persuasion context) relatively primitive affective states cru1 be 
tri£<f'8red. ~.1hich induce attitude cha:nf'B in the absence of arf'11Tnent p1rocessi11e(. u--., i....• u ·"t) 
Intrinsic to tlle ELM is tll8 proposition tliat wllile attitude change can be induced by 
either peripheral cues or by elaboration upon the information presented, the impact 
of tile latter is both more significru1t ruld more e1ldm·ing. Specifically: "Attitude 
changBs that result mostly from processing issue-relevant ru·gunlents (central route) 
11ill show great.er tBmporal persistence_. greater prediction of beliaviour ru1d greater 
resistance to co1.mter-nrersuasion that attitude ch31wes that. result mostlv from 
V J 
peripheral cues." (Petty & Cacioppo) 1986a, p.175). A central prediction of the 
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ELlvi_. Uierefore, is that 'Phen issue-relevant elaboration is high it will typically result 
in ne~, information about Uie issue being integrated into into Uie recipient's 
underlying normative structure and as such -::.rill be more resistant to counter-
persuas1on. 
It should be apparent} then that tlie former outcom.e ( i.e., persistent attitude change) 
~.rill be subject not only to Uie qualityoftiie advocacy or appeal. Itis also, accordingtf) 
Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a), dependent upon tlie amount and nature of issue-relevant 
elaboration in ~1hich tlie m.essage recipient is -::.rilling or able to engage. This 11ill v-ary 
according to the individual and situational factors involved .. such that only when the 
cornrnunication context enhances a recipient's argument scrutiny-::.rill tlie "elaboration 
likelihood" be sufficient to ensure critical attention to, and assimilation of_, the 
messa2-e content. ·-· 
Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a) att.ribute tlie variability of recipient involvement in 
argument scrutiny to people's inability to attend and respond cognitively to tlie 
multiplicity of inconring stimuli siinultmieously. For purely adaptive reasons, it is 
argued, individuals are not motivated to scrutinize every counter-attitudinal message 
received and will .. therefore, process systematically only those messag-es which are 
high in personal relevance or import. The assumption implicit in this limited 
processing capacity hypotliesis is tl1at recipients are restricted to processing BJl.f.1e.r 
m.essage content cue {?J' situational cues. They are_, in effect, forced to choose between 
tlie central and peripheral processing strategies, that choice being dependent upon tlie 
dispositional characteristics of the individual and the context in which tlie 
co1mnunicatic)n takes place. 
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Motivation to process noti.1ithstanding, the situation:..11 and dispositional 
characteristics of the communication context also irnpinge on the recipient's .£i"b.ii1?F 
to process. Possible determinants are n1any and might include any of the five 
catBgories of conm1mucation variables and. their interactions. Among these Petty and 
Cacioppo (1986a) nominate task variables such as messagB comprehensibility, 
individual differences such as intelligB11Ce_. and such contextual variables as might 
disrupt cognitive evaluation. Only once the motivation ,u.ll1 the ability to process 
centrally are established do the qualities and characteristics of tl1e actual messagB 
becon1e critical detenninants of attitude change. Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a) 
sunm1arize both the p:rnpositionand. its co:nsequences simply: 
"As motivation and/or ability to process argmnents is decreased, 
peripheral cues become relatively rnore important. d.etBrmina.nts of 
persuasion. Conversely_. as argument scrutiny is increased_, peripheral 
cues become relatively less important determinants of persuasion." 
(atp.5) 
The alternative r<>utes to persuasion and tt1e principal deterr.ninants as ti:) 11i1hich of tl1e 
two paths is fol10~1ed are described in Figm·e One (see p.15). Simply1 Vilhetl1er a 
message recipient engages in central route processing is dependent initially on 
11heU-1er he or she is motivated to process. Tfos ~1i111 as has already been notBd1 depend 
on the dispositional and situational factors 1,11:rich detern:rine the personal relevance of 
tl1e communication for the recipient. Ability is similarly critical. Motivation to 
process centrally in the absence of the capacity to do so will, according to the ELM, 
result in the predominance of peripheral cues as the final determinants of persuasion. 
Motivation and ability to engage in systematic processing being present, however, the 
recipient will scrutinze the message content and access, rehearse and manipulate his or 
her issue-relevant schema to arrive ata cognitive position 11hich is either fa~1ourable, 
p 
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m1favotm1ble or neutral 'ilith respect to the issue or attitude object (Petty&. Cacioppo, 
1986ai. , 
To determine the nature and extent of the cognitive processing being engaged in, and 
thereby the processing route being follo~.1ed_, Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a) describe 
sevBral assessment techniques. Self-report., argurnent recall and thought listing are 
among those outlined. Different rnethodologies not'ilithsta.nd.ing, all are aimed at 
assessingh::i~l nmchcog1iitive activity is beingdevoted to issue-relevant Ulinking. The 
thoughtlisting technique., for example, requires recipients to list tl1eir tl1oughts eitl18r 
in anticipation of, during, or after the presentation of the message. These thoughts are 
tl1en categorized by independent judgBs or by tl1e recipients tl1emselves according to 
tl1eir favom·able11ess or m'lfavourableness toirnrd t11e attitude object (Brock, 1967, 
described in Petty & Cacioppo, 19 86a). 
Establishing in fuis manner ~.111et11er., firstly, elaboration has occurred and, secondly, 
if that elaboration has resuHed in a strong or neutral response, it is then possible to 
deternli11e wl1et11er tl1ere has been any accompanying change in tl1e recipient's 
cognitive structm·e. If t11e recipient's response is ~leak or 11eutral1 furt11er analysis is 
assumed t.o be redundant since, according to the ELM, such a reaction will result in 
tl1e relative predominance of peripl1eral cues. Tllis ilill divert processing into tl1e 
peripl1eral routB. If, on the otl18r hand t11e recipient's reaction is strong, a change in 
his or her cognitive structure is pred.ictBd. ~.rhich.,in its turn, i 1ill result a shift in in his 
or l1er attitude. Irrespective of ~rl1etl1er tl1at attitude sllift is positive or 11egative1 the 
fin;::tl proposition of the mod.el then pertains; specifically tl1at the ne,,ly induced 
attitude i 1ill be relatively e11dm·ing, resistant t.o counter-persuasion and predictive of 
behaviour. 
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The peripheral route provides the alternative processing path for those ~,ho are either 
unmotivated or unable to engage in or maintain close argument scrutiny. The posited 
end-point of this route is an attitude shift 11hich is independent of any change in the 
recipient's cognitive structure and llhich is determined by the multiplicity of 
variables in the communication cont,e}..i. In the absence of systematic processing of 
message content that attitude ~1ill be relatively ternporai·y1 susceptible to com1ter-
persuasion aiid mipredictive of behaviour. 
Figure 1. The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion. 
A schematic depiction of the two routes to persuasion. (Adapted from 
Petty} 1977: Petty&. Cacioppo 1 1981. In Petty &. Cacioppo} 1986a ) 
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Determining Elaboration Likelihood_ 
The key d.eternrinants of ELM ha•,,1ing been identified (i.e., motivation, ability and 
argument/message quality) the question arises as to ho'{.J, according to the model, 
those determinants can be r.o.a:nipulated to allo~.1 reliable prediction about the 
persuasive in1pact of a conmmnication. 
Affecting Motivation_ Petty and Cacioppo (1986a) describe four motivational 
variables or characteristics -..:;.1hich can be manipulated to affect an individual's 
~.1illing11ess to systematically process an incoming message: (1) personal relevance, 
(2) the need for cog1rition, (3) tlie number of messagB sources; and (4) personal 
responsibility for processing. If, for example_. tlie ni8ssage recipient is the only one of 
many to i.1homresponsibilityfor evaluatinganadv-ocacy has beenassigtied, there ~rill 
be a co1m1i811Surate increase in his or lier motivation to process ( Petty, Harkins & 
\Villianis-' 1980 ). Similarly-' an increase in tlie number of niessage sources supporting 
a recornmendation is posited to increase a recipient's ~lilling1i8ss to process by 
reinforcing tlie desire to conform to an attitude position -..:;.11:rich is apparently lield 
ge1i8rally to be "correct" ( e.g., F estinger, 1954, cited in Petty & Cacioppo, 19 86a). 
Of those categories of variable influencing motivation Petty and. Cacioppo ( 1986a) 
represent person.al relevance as having the greatest influence. Variously labelled "ego 
involvement", "personal involvenient", and "issue involvement", personal relevance 
is described as occurring wlienever people expect an issue " to have sig:t:rificant 
consequences for tlieir own lives" ( Apsler & Seers, 1968, cited in Petty & Cacioppo, 
1986a). That e~11ectation can be influenced by many factors such as the actual 
number, nature and extent of those personal consequences, but the central thesis is 
that" as the personal consequences of an issue increase, it beconies more important to 
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form a veridical opinion because the consequences of being incorrect are greater" 
(Petty & Cacioppo1 1986a, at p.82). It fo1lo1<".JS therefore, that the rnore personal 
considerations attendant on fill issue become appfil·ent, the more individuals 1.Till be 
motivated to evaluate the n10rits of tl10 advocacy presented (Petty & Cacioppo, 1979). 
lvfotivatfon:--:il. influences fil'e not_, of course, restrict.ed only to cont.extual Vfil'iables. 
Dispositional factors such as agB, intelligence fillli differing needs for cognition 
(Petty, Kao,Cacioppo & Rodriguez, 1986) fil'e also significant. Although not open to 
mfillipulation t110niselves_, tl10se individual cllfil·acteristics do have implications for 
ho11 a rnessagB is developed. Tl10y fil'e, rnoreover, critical moderators of fill 
individual's '{.Jillingness to process centrally. 
Affecting Ability-=- Alt11ough just as subject to dispositional Vfil'iables_, tl10 ability of 
fill i11dividual to process n10ssage content sy.;tern.atically is1 again1 most influenced by 
tl10 Vfil'iables in the comrmulication conte},,1,_ Among these Petty fil1d Cacioppo ( 1986a) 
cite distraction fil1d message repetition as being of pfil·ticulfil' sig1lificfil1Ce. 
In the case of distraction, tl1oughts tliat would nornr:il.ly be elicited by a 
communication fil'e disrupted, interfering as a conseque11ee 1uith tl10 recipient's 
capacity to access fil1d rehearse issue-relevfil1t schenia, counter-fil·gue1 or othen,1ise 
develop fill objective position v;itl1 respect to tl10 advocacy. Resefil·ch on tl10 subject is 
supportive of tliis distraction - disruption hypotliesis (e.g., Bfil·on.,Baron & Miller, 
1973) fil1d tlie relatively simple expedient of engaging recipients in tasks additional to 
that of atte11ding to Uie communication has been shown to be sufficient in bringing 
about a deterioration in processing capacity ( Petty, Wells & Brock, 1976 ). 
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In the context of the EUvf the hypothesis is 1nore specifically rendered: 
"If the predorninant thour1hts to a messag-e without distract.ion were 6 .__, 
unfavourable, then distraction should disrupt those 1.mfavourable 
thoughts and lead to an increased agreement. Hcr~rnver., if the 
predominant thoughts were favourable the distraction should disrupt 
those favourable thoughts, resulting in decreased. agreement." (Petty 
9 f"" • 10•-.,· t ,::_ r,) c,::. ..._,ac1oppo, _., eioa., a . p. oj .. 
Thus, 1Fhere the advocacy is weak in persuasive content distract.ion should enhance 
persuasion, since it is assmned that any unfavourable thoughts engendered by that 
advocacy 1lill be cfo:rupted. and, therefo1·e_. lessened in their effect. 
Just as distraction interferes 1?1ith the individual's capacity to process syste1n.3.tically., 
so message repetition is posited to enhance it. Extrapolating from the most gBneral 
finding in the literatm·e, namely that repetition of a persuasive messagB first increases 
and then decreases agreement (e.g._, Calder &. Sternth:tl., 1980), Petty and Cacioppo 
(1986a) propose Umt repeated presentation of a messagB ~1ill afford U1e reeipient 
greater Ofiportunityto assess the ,,orth of the messagB content. Once the message lms 
been evaluated_. however, flll't11er repetition will result in boredorn and a reaetance, 
both of vhieh ~,ill serve as negative cues and so bring about an unfavourable shift in 
U1e recipient1 s evaluations. 
According to U1e ELM) U1en> variables in the comrmmication context can be directly 
1n...mipulated to enhance or erode an individual's motivation and ability to 
systematically and objectively evaluate t.11e information presented. l•.ssurning that 
these eontextual variables 1mve been manipulated so as to maximize elaboration 
likelihood, the model goes furtl1er to propose tlmt the natm·e and direction of an 
individual1 s cognitive evaluation can be influenced. by the manipulation of message 
content or argument quality. 
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Affecting Ar~nt Quality-=- The significance of argument quality to attitude 
shift has already been alluded to in the context of the distraction-disruption 
hypothesis. According to the ELM, the interaction bet"<leen argum.ent "strength" and 
distraction effects is a critical deterrninant of final attitude change. Specifically, the 
negative persuasive impact of a 11 Vil8ak" argmnent Vi.Till_. with distraction .. be 
moderated so tliat persuasion is enhanced., Vilhile conversely t11e positive persuasive 
impact of a "strong" argument Vilill be eroded. Tl1ese predictions rest entirely., of 
course, on tl1e definition of argun1ent strengtl1 presented in tl1e model. Reducing tl1e 
rnany elen1ents of a persuasive communication-' such as source credibility and 
repetition1 to argm11ent Vilhich is effective in its persuasive intent and argum.ent Vi.Tl1ich 
is not1 Petty and Cacioppo (1986a, at p.32) defa1e a strong argmmnt as "0110 
containing argm11ents ... such tliat wl1en subjects are instructed to think about a 
n1essage, tJJB U-1oughts tliat they gerJBrate are predominantly favourable 11 • A "<leak 
arg1J111ent_. conversely\ is 0110 in Vilhich "tl1e thoughts tliat [subjects] ge11erate are 
predominantly unfavourable". Given a strong argm11ent, togetl1er Vi.Tith ti1e motivation 
and the capacity to process it, tiierefore, the EUvi predicts a positive attitude shift 
Vil hich will be both relatively enduring and resistant to counter-persuasion. 
Threat A1meals and the ELM. 
Threat and Persuasion. Research into tl1e use of tl1reat, or fear, appeals in 
persuasive communication l1-1S been considerable ( For revie1ls see Higbee, 1969; 
Sternthal & Craig, 1974; McGuire_. 1985). Recourse to such appeals as a persuasive 
strategy has been equally extensive, and lias been particularly evident in preventive 
l1ealtl1 education. Certainly t11e current li18dia campaign with respect to AIDS is no 
exception in Uris reg-ard. Tl1e enduring assumption apparently motivating the use of 
threat appeals by 11ealth educators, among others, has been that if people can be 
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frightened sufficiently by the consequences of not conforming to a desired standard of 
practice, their attitudes and_, thus-' their behaviour will be modified. The persistence of 
this assurnption is perhaps surprising given its mixed reception in U1e accumulated 
literature. iH the very least, it is apparent that substantive ge11eralization about U1e 
effective11ess of U1e threat appeal as a persuasive st1·ategy is difficult. 
Contrary to popular expectations concerning U1e persuasive effective11ess of threat 
appeals, early studies found a 11egative relationship between U1e level of Urreat and 
persuasion (e.g., Janis & Feshba.ch, 1953). Tl1e inverse nature of tl1e relationship was 
explai11ed in terms of tension arousal. Tl18 latter-' being aversive, would be avoided 
and if 11ecessary U1e tlireatening advocacy discounted.. Tl1e rationale is stated simply: 
"strong appeals th fea1·1 by ai·ousing too much tension in U18 audience1 ai·e less 
effective in persuasion thai1 rninimal appeals." (Berelson & Stei11er, 19641 cited in 
Higbee1 1967). 
Support for this hypot11esis in subsequent studies, however, has been mixed. Son1e 
finding3 are consistent 1lith U1e inverse relationship hypoU1esis, otl1ers indicate no 
relationship at all while many otl18rs have found a direct positive relationship 
(Higbee1 1969; McGuire, 1985). Tl1e prevailing view seems no'{.,;r to be that 1q.1hile 
threat appeals maydiscoura._g-e unwanted behaviours., U18y may also have the colmter-
productive effect of ai·ousing in U18 n1essage recipient a defensive rejection of tl1e 
n1ess%ae content (McGuire, 1985). Tl1e inconsistent aild typically antagonistic nature 
of past finding3 have given rise to U18 intermediate view Uiat for maximum 
persuasive impact aild behavioural complia11ee, U1e level of U1reat in a communication 
should be 1noderate rather than e~rtreme (McGuire, 1969, cited in McGuire, 1985). 
Because, moreover, additional variability in tl1e persuasive impact of a 
communication has been found to be related to U-18 presence or absence in U18 
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advocacy of strategies for avoiding the threatened consequences1 it is suggested that 
fear appeals should be avoided i.Th.ere appropriate preventive actions are not outlined 
(Le,;,enthal. Sino-er & Jones 1965) •. • ) ,·::.• .I _I • 
Clearly, then, the fear-persuasion relationship is complexly mediated and prediction 
as to the persuasive impact of a threat appeal is difficult. \Vb.at can be said_, hoirnver, 
is tl1at fear-arousing conununications J.E..l~yproduce an ilmnediate intention to comply 
with the advocated behaviour, and even actual compliance, but their efficacy is less 
relative to appeals ilhich outline positive means of avoiding danger. 
Fear Arousal_ \Vhile there are several, sometimes inconsistent, theoretical. 
explanations for the differential. impact of fear-arousing co1mnm:rications_. there is 
gBneral. agreement as to the Uiose techniques and variables 'illhich are effective in 
bringing about a fear reaction in message recipients. The most frequently employed 
m.eans is that of establishing an association between non-compliant behaviour and 
aversive physical. consequences. The strength of that association is then mediated by a 
number of variables, the most significant of wl:rich are som·ce credibility and 
personal. relevance (StBrnthal & Craig, 1974). Thus, a believable Uu·eat of personal 
harm as a probable consequence of indulging in a particular behaviom· should suffice 
to arouse an affective reaction in the messagB recipient. The strength of Uiat reaction 
111ill be determined by tli.e degree of threatened 1mm and the likelihood of its 
occurrence. 
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Fear and the ELM_ The status of affect as a peripheral cue has already been 
touched upon. The association of an attitude object 1{-lith an aversive stimulus, for 
example1 is posited to trigger an affective reaction '~lhich may be sufficient to 
determine attitude in the absence of cognitive evaluation . ._6._ffect, hoi,ever, need not 
operate solely as a cue to peripheral processing. Although tlIB ELM places emphasis 
on messagB content as tlIB principal determinant of a persistent attitude change, it does 
not discount consideration of affect or behaviom· as additional nIBZll1S of establishing 
irorth. Accordingly, people cm1 elaborate not only upon nIBssa.gB content1 but also 
upon tlIB feelings engendered by that messa.gB. TlIB sole proviso ad.vmiced by Petty and 
Cacioppo ( 1986a) is that those feeling3 are perceived by the recipient to be "central to 
tl18 merits of the attitude object mlder consideration." (at p.18). Thus., an affective 
state such as fem· might serve as a persuasive argument illIBre the threate11Bd 
conseque1ices of non-complim1t behaviom· have personal relevzuice for tl18 nIBssagB 
recipient and tlIB elaboration likelihood is high as a result .. In tlIB abse1ice of 
motivation or ability to process, hoi,1ever1 affect should then operate as a simple 
affective cue only, enha1icing positive attitudes i:,hen pleasm1t in natlll'e and eroding 
favom·able attitudes l1h.en m1pleasm1t (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a). 
Despite tl1is potential for both peripheral cues and message content to irnpact on 
information processing! Petty mld. Cacioppo (1986a) discount the potential for m1 
.s1dtfitJw. effect. Co11Sistent ~.ritl1 their limited processing capacity hypothesis, tl1ey 
postulate t.he potential for 1i-1ae.peJ][/tWt effects only. Thus_, m1 individual's mlXiety 
about an issue or m1 attitude object ~,ill impact on th,1.t individual's cognitive stxucture 
only if it has an objectively valid basis 11hich, when analyzed, will enhaiice or erode 
the strength of the argument advanced. 
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Retrosnecti ve. 
The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion1 then! is an attempt to 
comprehensively specify the principal ,.1ays in ~lhich ti1e complex of variables in the 
communication process can affect persuasion. It endeavours to provide a coherent 
basis for analyzing and nmnipulating persuasive strategies such as threat appeals to 
achieve attitude changB ~.1hich ii:: both predictable and persistent. It reflects a cognitive 
analysis of persuasion '{lhich assumes that message recipients are limited in their 
information processing capacity and must_, therefore, choose bet'?rnen two processing 
strategies., the central and the peripheral. 
Central route processing involves tl1e systernatic cognitive evaluation of message 
content.and is dependent upon tl1e recipient's willingness and ability to process. Giv~n 
a strong or favourable advocacy togetl1er ilith ti1e motivation and capacity to evaluate 
it., tl1e predicted out1.:ome is a positive shift in the recipient's attitude which is 
relatively persistent., resistant.and predictive of behavioural change. Peripheral route 
processing, by contrast, occurs wl1en tl1e motivation or ability to process is lo'!'?. Any 
attitude change arrived at via tllis route is determined by cues in U1e persuasion 
process alone and is predicted to be relatively transient in nature, open to counter-
persuasion and. unpredictive of future behaviour. 
Hoi.1 valid is tllis conceptualisation of persuasion and of ~lhat practical utility is it in 
tl1e development.of effective persuasive strategies? These questions are considered in 
. the context of cmTent public e.ducation efforts to restrict the spread of AIDS. The 
central assumptions of the ELM are applied in an experiment intended to induce a 
positive and persistent shift in subjects' attitudes toward AIDS victims and 
homosexuals. 
2.3 
The choice of experimental context ,,as not determined solely by the topicality of the 
ldDS issue. Certainly_. that issue has relevance for this study given the now more 
urgent need for a reliable effective persuasive strategy_. but of particular interest is 
the high degTee of alarm.ism typical of traditional preventive health campaigns which 
has surrounded the issue. Not only does the study present an opportunity to test the 
ELM against the relatively confused and "naturalistic" backgTound, therefore, it also 
affords an incidental opportunity to consider the persuasive impact of fear-arousing 
peripheral cues in inducing persistent attitude changB. The undesirability of 
st.ereotypic beliefs about AIDS as a "homose}n1al's disease", and the equally tmhelpful 
attributions of depravity to AIDS victims, moreover lends this area of study 
additional intrinsic interest. In the latter regard a possible relationship between 
negative attitudes to11a.rd AIDS victirns and negativB attitudes to11ard homosexuals is 
also touched upon. 
Bef<)re outlining U1e specific hypotl1eses t() be examined in this study it Vi1ould be 
helpful to briefly describe some of t11e extant research into attitudes toirn.rd 
homosexuality. An understanding both of people's perspectives t0Vi.1ard 
homosexuality and of the variables considered influential in determining U1ose 
perspectives is, clearly, essential to any a.ttBmpt to induce attitude changB. The 
possible relevance of explanations of anti-homosexual perspectives for negative 
attitudes to,rnrd AIDS ,;,1ictirns is also addressed. 
Attitudes Tovard Homosexuals. 
Un.favom·able attitudes to11ard lesbians and gay men have been variously described as 
"heteroseYism" (Morin & Garfinkle, 1978)i "homonegativism" (Hudson&. Rickets, 
1980) and "homophobia" (\Veinberg, 1972_, cited in Herek, 1984). The terms reflect 
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as much the political perspectives of homose};.'Uality as the theoretical. Some i,riters 
attribute unfavourable attitudes to the social conte};.1, in which they occur) ~rhile others 
argue Uiat such attitudes have tJJBir gBiiesis in tile irrational fears of tile individual. 
Oti1ers still have developed more of an m:nbrella perspective, ackno~rledging tile 
multiplicity of situational and dispositional variables v:1hich nlediate people's reactions 
to homosexuals and homosexuality. 
Despite considerable empirical research into individual and group attitudes toi,ard. 
homosex1lals over the past h10 decades1 tllere has been little comprehensive effort t') 
integrate experinlental findings into a ge1leral Uieoretical frame~rork against i,hich 
tlle formation, r.naintenance and modification of people's attitudes can be examined. 
01le such franlei1ork isJ hoirnverJ outlirJBd by Gregory Herek ( 1984 ). 
Taking tl·JB fmiCtional vie-..:-l of attitudes as strat.egies for 1YJBeting psychological lleeds 
propounded by Katz ( 1960)., Herek argues tlmt U-JB individual's attitude to11i1ard 
homosexuals can be distinguished according to the social psychological fmiCtions they 
serve. He specifies three attitude types. The first, "experiential attitude"., according 
to Herek develops as a nleans of defining and categorizing social· reality by 
ge11eralizing from specific interactions witl1 homosexuals. Tlle second, "symbolic 
attitude'\ is derived from abstract ideological co1iCepts central to tile individual's 
co1iCept of self. This attitude type llelps the individual affirm his or her personal 
identity and place in relation to valued social refereliCe groups. Characteristically 
1legative attitude reactions of ti1is type are underscored by the sense tliat cherished 
personal values are being violated. The third and final attitude type described. by 
Herek (1984) is "defensive" in mtm·e and purportedly has its origins in ttJB 
individual's need to cope Vililli inner conflicts and anxieties by projecting tl1em onto 
homosexuals. Reflecting ttJB psychodynamic view ttiat prejudicial attitudes serve to 
reduce tlie tensions aroused by ur.tConsc:ious c:onflic:f.£1 this attitude type is posited 
~.rh.ereJ for example, Uie individual is ambivalent about his or lier o~.rn se1.ruality. Tlie 
feelings tlms engendered may be in conflict ~.ritl1 that individual ·s self-perception and 
in such a case the expedient of responding 11egatively toward homosexuals may be 
adopted as a means of e1.>t2rnalizing that conflict and , U1us1 reducing ilie anxiety 
associated ~.rit11 it. 
Of the three attitude types it is the latter ~.rhich Herek ( 1984) represents as being most 
resistant to change. Citing the research of Katz et al./1956; 1957) he argues that 
defensive attitudes are unlikely t.o be open to inf1uence V:lhen defensiveness is ot11er 
than moderate or lo~.1. Even then, only through the arousal of an individual's insight 
into t11eir 01ln defensive mechanisms is t11at influence likely to be of any real effect. 
Tlie minimization anxieties about homosexuals and. homosek'1.lality1 and the 
prornotion of self-kno~,1led.ge are_, therefore_. critical t:> any persuasive strategy aimed 
at effecting a positive at.ti tude shift. 
Although t11e notion of ego defense might be challenged along ~lith the psychoanalytic 
parad.ig1n of ~.rhich it forms a part_. it nonetheless provides an explanation for the 
apparent.increase in "homophobic" attitudes 1Fhichhave arisen in tlie face of tJie AIDS 
crisis. Because, moreover_. the concept is not restricted just to t11ose anxieties 
engendered by homosexuals, it might also be used as an explanation for the reported. 
negative reaction to AIDS victims (Chet~1ynd_. 1987). Specifically .. anxieties about 
AIDS may well give rise to unfavcnn·able attitudes toward those suffering tlie disease 
as a means of externalizing and I t11us, reducing those anxieties. 
As a final observ1ation from the research into antihomosexual attitudes1 the relatively 
consistent gender differences in both tlie direction and llie intensity of those attitudes 
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should be noted. The literature indicates that heterosexuals tend to have more negative 
attitudes toward homosexuals of their 01,n sex and.1 as a corollary1 more negative 
attitudes tend to be manifested to11ard homosexuals generally by males than females 
(Herek1 1984). The n:iag1ritude of the attitude difference1 ho11ever, has been found to 
vary1{.,riU1 Uie size of the population sample (Kite1 1984) and1 in vie1.r of U-ris1 Uie role 
of gBnder as a predict.or of antihomosexual attitudes is inconclusivB. Tlie evidence is 
nonetlieless sugg-estive and such a difference nright reasonable be expected in this 
study. Given1 moreover, Uie apparent iq.entification of AIDS 1{.Jith male homosexuals .. 
it might also be expected that males 1{,,1ill be less sympat11etic in Uieir attitudes to1.1ard. 
AIDS victims. 
HyP-otheses. 
The principle object of tlris study1 then, is to test llhether central route processing is 
capable of inducing attitude change 1,1hich is more persistent over time relative to t11e. 
alternative periplieral processing route to persuasion. This hypothesized differential 
"¥li11 be tested by applying the principles of the ELM in an attempt to improve subjects' 
attitudes to~1ard AIDS victirns and homosexuals. As an incidental object_, the 
possibility of gender differences in those attitudes llill be exruni11ed. 
In general terms it. is expected. that if the assumptions of the ELM hold true, subjects 
~,ho are encouragBd to elaborate (i.e .. • process centrall;1) will form attitudes ~11:rich are 
more persistent. than 1.1ill subjects "¥lho have been distracted from systematic 
evaluation of the persuasive message. If, in addition, subjects are presented 1.1it11 the 
same strong argument, in the presence or absence of distraction, the improvement in 
their attitudes should be approximately equal when measured immediately after the 
argument presentation. 
Further1 because subjects are assu1ned to be limited in their choice of processing 
strategies1 those llho are exposed to a strong affective stimulus (fear-arousing 
peripheral cue) and are then encouraged to elaborate on an argurnent (central cue) 
1.1ill process centrally. The affective cue '?!ill either be diminished in its relative 
irnportance as a result of the elaboration or, if it is perceived by the subjects to be 
critical to the merits of the argument, it may serve as a persuasive argument. In either 
case the peripheral route to persuasion 1.1ill not be follo'{Jed and persistent attitude 
change should follo"'*l on that. 
. Alth<>ugh Petty and Cacioppo (1986a) specifically discount the possibility of an 
additive effect for a strong peripheral cue and a persuasive advocacy_, ·given the 
pot2ntial for the former to serve as an additional persuasive argument reinforcement 
of the persuasi1:1e effect is expected. The magnitude of the attitude change should be 
increased as a result. 
With respect to gBnder_, a sex difference in obtained attitude values is expected 
consistent wiU1 the prevailing finding in the literatm·e that males are less favourable in 
tlleir attitudes to~nird homosexuals Umn females (Herek, 1984; Kite, 1984 ). Given, 
furU10r, U1e suspected general identification of AIDS with homosexuals it is alw 
eA'Jlected tllat males 1.1i11 be less favom-able t•'{lard AIDS victims. 
Tl10 specific experimental hypotlleses are1 U18refore, as fol10~1s: 
[ 1] When measm·ed immediately follo1tTing U1e experimental 
manipulations1 subjects attitudes toward AIDS victims and homosexuals 
will, over all conditions, be significantly more favourable U1an tllose of 
U18 experimental control. 
[2] Subjects exposed to the 1.1ritten advocacy (the "Elaboration 
Condition") and those exposed to fear arousing material .iS vpJJ as the 
written advocacy (tlle "Fear and. Elaboration Condition") 11ill process 
centrally. They will) as a result; be sigrrificantly rnore likely to maintain 
any induced attitude changB over time. 
[3] The attitu.de changB induced in subjects in the mixed "Fear and. 
Elaboration Condition" will be the most persistent. and positive relative 
to other experimental conditions. 
[ 4] There 1.1ill be a sigrrificant main effect for gBnder, with males 
sho"iling less favourable attitudes to"intrd both homosm-a1als and AIDS 
victims. A high positive correlation bet"i1een subjects' scores on the 
respective attitude measures is predicted. 
CHAPTER 2 
METHOD. 
The experiment was designed to assess the relative influence of peripheral versus 
central route processing of communications concerning AIDS. The impact of a fear 
provoking video-taped. lecture and slide presentation Vilas contrasted Vilith that of a 
dispassionate, written presentation and discussion. The former '{la£ devised as a cue to 
peripheral route processing; 11hile the latter '*-'as intended to function as a central 
route processing cue. The persuasive effect of these alternative approaches Vilas 
measured using questionnaires ViThich Vi1ere intended to provide information 
concerning subjects' emotional reactivity to Uie fear arousing communication., and 
changes over tinie in Uieir attitudes and beliefs Vilith respect to AIDS victims and 
homosexuals. 
A total of 238 subjects participated. in tlie study. They ,;:1ere d.ra1Pn from tVilO sources. 
T'f/O hundred. and four subjects, representingfo1.U' introductory classes in psychology 
'!/ere recruited. from among 1.md.ergTaduate students enrolled at Uie University of 
Canterbm·y. Of t1iese 124 were female and 80 ~,ere male. A furtlier 34 subjects '{,,ere 
recruited from among out-patients receiving treatnient at Uie Sexually Transmitted 
Diseases Clinic ( STDC) of Christchurch Hospital [ Appendix I]. Of Uiese additional 
subjects 17 Vilere female and 17 were male. All subjects were vohmteers. 
The sample of undergraduate students 1.ras divided into groups on the basis of existing 
laboratory class membership. Subjects drawn from among hospital out-patients 1.1ere 
treated as a discrete group and served as one of the t1.10 experimental controls. The 
resultant five groups 1.1ere of variable size, ranging in number between 34 and 56 
subjects. The distribution of subjects by gender across the experimental groups is 
:mmrn.arized in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
su: G1l0v:t 1 G1l0v:t 2 GllOv:t 3 GJlOv:t 4 G1l0v:t 5 1:01, 
TOTAl. 
91 
HAl.J: 21 16 14 29 17 1:0.31' 
141 
:r:J:HAl.1: 35 31 42 16 17 59.2" 
COl.lJ.HB 56 41 56 45 34 233 
TOTAl. 23.5,S 19.7,S 23.51' 13.91' H.31' 100.01' 
Settin~ and Personnel. 
The e}.,,-perimental treatments and research questio1maires were administered during 
subje.cts' normal class hours or, in the case of the STDC sample_. during scheduled 
hospital appointments. All manipulations were carried out in a first year student 
laboratory_. which served as U1e experimental set.ting for the duration of ilie study. In 
addition to ilie auU1or, who served as U1e experimenter, a male confederate was 
recruited to assist in fue presentation of ilie fear-arousing materials. 
Materials. 
The Research Questionnaires. T~,o questionnaires ~,ere administered to each 
of the five experimental ,groups. The first consisted of a 21 itern scale developed by 
Kite and Deau."'{ (1986) to assess attitudes toward homosexuality [ iippendix II ]. 
I terns reflect a range of attitudes, beliefs and concerns about homosexuals and require 
respondents to indicate, on a five point Likert-type scale, their level of agreement or 
disagreement ~,i th each of the statern.ents rnade. Responses are aggregated to produce 
a rangB of scores bet~1een 15 and 105, a score of 15 indicating an extremely negative 
attitude to,;:;rnrd homosexuals, and a score of 105 indicating an extre1nely positive 
attitude. No information as to subjects' sexual orientation is sought. 
The Kite Homosexual Attitude Scale ( KHAS) has been extensively tested with student 
populations and has both high intern.al consistency (alpha= .93 ) and good test-retest 
reliability ( r = .71 ). It 11as assumed for th.e purposes of the present study, therefore, 
tiiat ti1ere irould be negligible problems of comprel1ension, reliability or validity 11ith 
any of tl1e scale iterns. 
The second questiomiaire consisted of a scale devised by the author to assess attitudes 
tovard AIDS victims. In tl1e construction of tliat questiomiaire an initial pool of 20 
items was generated, consisting of staten1ents reflecting a variety of stereotypic 
attitudes, beliefs and anxieties about AIDS [Appendix III ]. As with tl1e KHAS, 
respondents were required to indicate on a five point scale tl1eir level of agreen1ent or 
disagreen1ent iritl1 each of the staten1ents presented. 
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The 20 items were administered to an additional sample of 63 undergraduate student 
volunteers ( 4 3 fernale; 20 male). Responses l./ere anonyn1ous. Respondents ~lere 
asked to comment on the clarity of the scale items and ho~l 'Fell they felt their 
attitudes had been assessed. Questionnaire responses irnre analy-zed to obtain 
preliminary reliability and validity data (iippendix IV ]. Due to lo~, item-total 
correlation and ambiguity of il•rding five of the 20 items were e~::luded from the 
final scale. 
The revised Attitudes to AIDS Victims Scale ( AAVS ) consists! therefore, of 15 
iterns. Six of those items are ~,orded positively, or in tern1s favourable to AIDS 
victims, 'ilhile the rernainder are ~.TOrded negatively. Responses to the positive items 
are reverse scored to produce a scoring range of 15 (unfavourable attitude) to 75_, 
(favourable attitude). The scale has good internal consistency ( alpha = .75 ) and 
respondents in tl1e preliminary survey commented favourably on the clarity of the 
itB1m: retained. Again, no problems of validity or comprehension were anticipated 
in applying the scale to the experimental sample. 
In addition to the t-z..,o principal questionnaires a tl1ird research instrument was 
administered to tl1ose experimental subjects exposed to the fear-arousing 
conmmnication [ Appendix V]. This consisted of a brief questionnaire, or " Fear 
Index", adapted from a similar instrument devised by Janis and Feshbach (1953). 
The index was intended to assess subjects' affective reactions to the materials 
presented and required them to indicate, according to a forced-choice format, their 
feelings during the presentation . Subjects were also required to indicate on a scale of 
one to ten the degree to which the communication ~ms effective in provoking a 
fearful reaction. 
The Persuasive Communications. [Appendix VI] The same essential 
information concerning the epiderniology and spread of AIDS was presented to 
subjects in two different forms. The first consisted of a 20 minute video-taped lecture 
1*lhich ~,as intended to arouse strong fear reactions, and to act, thereby, as a 
peripheral processing cue. The lecture ~las purported to be one of a series on the 
subject of AIDS given at the Otago Medical School inMarch1 1987. The lecturer_. a 36 
year old confederate of the experimenter> was represented as a visiting expert and 
researcher in immunology currently ~;,orking witl1 tlie Federal Center for Disease 
Control, Vlashing1on D.C. Tlie lecturer's heavy Scots accent '!"las accounted for by a 
brief and fictitious personal history which had him recruited to tlie FCDC from tlie 
University of Edinburgh Medical School. This added some credibility to his 
purportBd status as "visiting expert". Tlie presentation was comprised of niaterial 
dra~mfrom "A Colour Atlas of Acquired ImmunodeficiencySyndronie" (Fartlling et 
al._.1986) and from niedia reports published in the two months preceding tlie 
experiment. It ~las supplemented by a series of 24 slides '*lhich '!"lere sho~,n on a 
separate screen in prearranged sequence to illustrate tlie each of the points being. 
niade. Tlie slides ~.1ere obtailied from the Sexually Transnlitted Diseases Clinic of 
Christchurch Hospital and depicted a range of both chronic and acute physical 
conditions associated '!"lith i\.IDS. Interspersed amongtliem '*lere a number of gn1phs 
sho~.ring tlie gro~rth in identified cases of AIDS1 botl1 inteniationally and in New 
Zealand since 1984. 
Tlie second communication consisted of a h10 page_. type-written presentation adapted 
from" In Point of Fact" (March, 1987)., a monthly publication of tlie World Health 
Organisation_. and an inforniation leaflet publislied by tlie Ne'9.1 Zealand AIDS 
Foundation. It described_. in objective and irnpersonal terms, the epidenliology and 
risk categories for AIDS, and drew particular attention to practices effective in 
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preventing further spread of the disease. Presented to subjects in conjunction ~.Tith 
issue-relevant discussi•1\ the cmmnunication 1,1as intended to promote central route 
processing of the information thus conveyed. 
i\part from the alternative media channels used} the ti,o cormnunications differed 
prirnarily in tlie amount of fear arousing material ~lhich they contai11ed. In contrast to 
tJ-JB ~lTitten rnaterialsJ tlie video-taped presentation stressed the debilitating, painful 
and ultimately fatal nature of tlie many infections and sarcomas associated ~,ith AIDS. 
Descriptions of each of tliese AIDS-related ilhiesses were graphically reinforced by 
tlie accompanying slide rnaterial. Tlie relevance of these physical dangers for tlie 
subject audience ~,as promoted by tlie use of personalized language and emphasis ~,as 
placed on tlie susceptibility of boU1 homoseh'Uals lilxf lieterose}...'Uals to tlie disease. 
Because of tlie importance of source credibility in moderating tlie fear of physical 
consequences, moreover (McGuire, 1985), the status of tlie "lecturer" in the video-
taped presentation as an expert in tlie area of inununology ~las stressed. 
Despite tlie evident differences in U1e t~,o co1mnunications_, botl1 "*lere intended to 
promote more positive attitudes to1•rard AIDS victirns and homosexuals. To e11Sru·e 
tliat tlie arguments ~lere "strong" in terms of U-JB Petty and Cacioppo (1986a) 
definiti<H\ both conunru1icatio11S -::,ere submitted for assessnient to a panel of five 
independent judgBs. Those judgBs were asked to rate the commru1ications as either 
"strong", "mod.eratel y strong" or "~,ealt'' . All but •118 considered the niessages to be 
"strong" and, tlierefore, likely to promote favourable attitude shift . The exception 
~.ras with respect to the fear-arousing r.na.terial, 1~lhich was rated as "weak" 1ll1en 
viewed in isolation from the written advocacy. Because subjects exposed to the threat 
appeal were also to be presented with the ~lritten materials, however, the demurral 
was not considered problematic. Having due reg-ard, moreover, to experiniental 
findings in '{?hich the persuasive efficacy of a threat appeal could be increased by the 
presentation of strategies for avoiding aversive consequences (Leventhal, Singer and 
Jones, 1985; McGuire_, 1985), the content of the ~,ritten rnessage had been tailored 
accordingly. 
Because subjects in the peripheral processing condition ~lere to be presented ~,1itl1 
botl1 conununications, there ~,as a clear need to ensm·e that tli8 ~,ritten advocacy did 
not i11l1pp1l1pn".:tlPly function as a cue lo central route processing and thus confomld 
tli8 experiment. For this reason a distraction exercise 1.1as prepared. 
Distraction Exercise. 
l•i'?, previously noted, distraction has been sho'{?n to be an effective expedient for 
preventing detailed evaluation of messagB content (e.g., Baron, Baron & Miller, 
1973). Consistent 1.1ith tli8 usual format of such eY..ercises, subjects in the periplieral 
processing condition were confronted 1.1itl1 a task intended to occupy botl1 their 
attention and their cognitive capacity and tlms disrupt their evaluation of tli8 
experimental advocacy. 
Tli8 distraction exercise involved tli8 completion of the Revised Wecshler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS-R) which 1.1as presented to subjects immediately fol10'{11ing 
exposure to the fureat appeal. Materials necessary to the cornpletion of the pictm·e 
arrangement1 picture completion and block design subtests of the \VAIS-R 
performance scale were omitted. Tli8 exercise was of 15 minutes dm·ation. 
The Research Desig!!. 
The study employed a mixed multifactorial design ~.rith repeated measures. Three 
independent variables ~.rere involved: the sex of t11e subject, tl1e treatn1ent condition 
and the repeatBd measures. 
There ~.rere four t,reatm.ent conditions. Tl1ese ~.rere arbitrarily assigned to the five 
experin1ental groups. Tl1e first involved the presentation of the fear-arousing 
conununication, or threat appeal. This 1{.,ras intended to function as a peripl1eral cue. 
Although administered in conjunction 1.rith the ~rrittenadvocacy, in tllis condition tl1e 
conunrulication 1{.,ras also follo~,ed by the distraction exercise intended to prevent 
subjects from elaborating upon t11e information presented. For ease of description tlie 
treatnient was labelled tlie "Fear Condition". 
Tlie second experiniental condition involved a repetition of the first, but ~dtl1 tlie 
distraction exercise omitted. In its stead subjects were required to participate in a 
stl'uctured discussion of the material presented and list, in order of subjective 
importance the risk categories for AIDS and five preventive practices effective in 
preventing contraction of tlie dis83.se. The exercise represented a llighly simplified 
version of tl1e tl1ought-listing technique pio11eered by Brock ( 1967) and Greenwald 
( 1968, ci tBd in Petty & Cacioppo, 19 86a). It 1.ras intended to enhance subjects' ability 
to systematically evaluate, or elaborate upon the t'{.,ro conm1rulications and thereby act 
as an additional central processing cue. This condition was labelled the "Fear and 
Elaboration Condition". 
The Urird condition involved presentation of the '1lritten communication only. Again 
subjects '1lere required to participatB in structured discussion. In the absence of the 
strong peripheral cue (the threat appeal), the treatrnent 1<1as intended to promote 
detailed cog1litive scrutiny of the advocacy and thus function as a central processing 
cue. For tJ1e sake of description this condition 1<1as labelled the "Elaboration 
Condition". 
The final condition involved U1e presentation of tl1e t~lo attitude measures in U1e 
absence of any experimental manipulations. This control condition was assigt1ed to 
tli.e h.10 remaining experimental groups, 011e of '1.1hich '1las comprised of tl1e sarnple of 
STDC outpatients. The t'1lO groups were distinguisl1ed as tl18 "Control" and U1e 
"STDC Control". 
The allocation of treatments to groups is summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. 








Fear (Peripheral Cue)_ 
Fear &:. Elaboration ( Central Cue)_ 
Elaboration ( Central Cue ) _ 
Control. 
S T D C Control. 
,., 0 
.)() 
The KHAS and the AA VS were administered to all groups immediately after the 
initial experimental manipulations. They '{:lere then administered a second tirne, four 
weeks after the experirnent;11 session. Because of tlie unavailability of the subjects in 
tlie STDC Control, tlie latter was omitted from this second post-testing. 
Ethical Considerations_ 
A number of ethical consideratiorn arose in relation to the experimental 
manipulations. In the Fear Condition and tlie mixed Fear and Elaboration Condition, 
in particular, tlie possible pr,,vocation of an antagonistic or negative response on the 
part of subjects was of concern. Given the natm·e of the issues involved and tlie 
potentially serious consequences of subject reactance, professorial permission '{:.Tas 
sought before proceeding 1.1ith the study. 
In the recruitm.ent phase of tlie study, which took place hrn months before t11e actual 
experiment, subjects were advised in ge11eral terms of the object of the exercise and 
the voluntary nature of their participation. At the close of the experimental sessions 
tl1emselves subjects were also advised tliat if any concern, anger or distress had been 
engendered by the presentation they should approach t110 experimenter. A debriefing 
session was also arranged. As a further precaution tlie completion of the study was 
scl10duled to coincide with a nation-wide awareness camprugn on the subject of AIDS 
and its prevention. 
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Procedure. 
Before the commencement of each of the experimental sessions subjects were thanked 
for their participation. They were advised of the nature and purpose of the 
e.h>periment in the following terms: 
"The e.h>periment in i1hich you are about to participate is int.ended to 
assist in the development. of an attitude scale for use with Health 
Services personnel likely to b~ome involved in the clinical treatn1ent 
of AIDS victims. You will be presented with a variety of information. 
You will then be given a number of questionnaires to complete. 11 
Subjects ~,ere assured of their anonyrnity and the administrativ'B necessity for the use 
of personal codes 11as explained to them .. They 1,ere requested to ind.icate their 
gender on each of the facing page of each questionnaire. Following U1ese 
introductory connnents the experiment. was begun. The treatment procedures for 
each of the four experimental conditions are summarized individually belo~l. 
The Fear Condition (PeriP-heral Cue L In U1is condition the experimenter 
began by advising the subjects as follows: 
11 The video you are about to see was taped in March of this year at the 
Ota.go Medical School. The seminar shown in U1e video was one of 
se~reral delivered at the School on the subject of AIDS. The speaker is 
Dr. Deane McKenzie, formerly a lecturer in innnunology at the 
University of Edinburgh and now attached to the Federal Center for 
Disease Control in Washington. Dr. McKenzie is active in research into 
U1e hmnunological and epidemiological aspects of AIDS. The slides 
referred to by Dr. McKenzie during his address have been obtained 
from Otago and will be sho11n together with the video. 
Subject were requested to maintain silence throughout the course of the experiment 
and the video-taped lecture and the slides llere then shown. 
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Innnediately following the presentation the subjects were asked to complete the Fear 
Index. They ,,ere instructed in U-ie fol10~1ing terms: 
11Vou have have been given a short questionnaire which asks you to 
describe your feelings during the video and slide presentation. Place 
indicate your responses by checking the boxes provided. At the bottom 
of the questionnaire is a one to ten scale which asks you to rate how 
fear-provoking you found the presentation. One is low, ten is high. 
Place a circle around the number you consider most appropriate". 
Five minutes ,,ere allo1,ed for U1e completion of the index. Subjects 11ere then given 
the i,1ri tten message and were instructed to read it. A further 10 minutes were allo"f,,ed 
for this task. 
Afl..er 10 n:rinutes had elapsed subjects were quickly divided into pairs and were 
presented i,ith trie WAIS-R. They "{\7ere given the follo,,ing instruction: 
11Vou have in front of you an intelligence test. One of you is to sit the 
test, while the other of you records the ans1,ers. You are to complete 
U1e information, digit span, vocabulary and comprehension subtests. 
Ignore the rest. The score on the test will be determined by the number 
of correct. ans"9rnrs given in a 15 minute period. 11 
Immediately aft.er t11e completion of U:ris distraction exercise the AA VS and t11e KHAS 
were presented. They were labelled "Questionnaire One" and "Questiomlaire T-~lo" 
respectively, U1e numbers indicating their order of presentation. Subjects' attention 
was drawn to U1e written instructions and specimen question on the facing page of 
each questionnaire. Ten minutes were allowed for fue completion of this task. 
The Fear and Elaboration Condition. T11e procedure followed in the first 
condition was substantially replicated here. However, instead of being required to 
complete a distraction task (the WAIS-R), subjects were divided into pairs and 
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instructed as follo11s: 
"I am interested in vom· vie"lllS on the information that vou have ., ., 
received over the past fe-·{v minutes. I would like you to consider the 
implications of AIDS for Nei, Zealand and New Zealanders and to 
examine particularly the risk categories for AIDS and hoi, general U1at 
risk nov is. Discuss yom· opinions v.:,ith the person sit.ting next to you 
and t11en list°} in order of importance_, five practical means of 
preventing the spread of the disease." 
Fifteen minutes were allo'<"ved for tllE! ~ompletion of this exercise. At tl1e end of that. 
period tl1e AAVS and the KHAS irere adrninistered as for the Fear Condition. 
The Elaboration Condition. All reference to the video-tape and·. the slide 
presentation "Illas omitted. Follo"ll1ing the experimenter's introductory comments 
subjects '918re presented with the "llll'itten message only. TllE!y were instructed to read 
the materials. From U1at. point the procedure folloi,ed in the Fear and Elaboration 
Condit.ion was replicated. 
The Control GrouP-s. Follov.:,1ing the norrnal introductory comments as to the 
purpose of the experiment and Ure anonyniity of responses} subjects in the control 
groups v.:,ere presented v.:1ith the attitude measures only. In the case of Uie STDC 
Control those measures v.:,ere presented once only. 
On completion of the experiment subjects were thanked for their participation and 
were advised of arrangements for a debriefing session which was held in the week 
following the second attitude assessment. An invitation was issued to anyone who h.'-ld 
particular concern about the experiment. to approach the experimenter. In response 
one female subject in the Fear Condition e}..11ressed distress at the nature of the 
material shoim. She 11ithdrel7 from further participation in the study. Her responses 




Affect Arousal [ Appendix 'VII] 
Subjects' responses to the Fear Index were aggregated to determine whether the 
video-taped lecture and U1e slide presentation (the tlireat appeal) had been successful 
in provoking an affective reaction. The results, summarized in Table 3_, provide 
evidence of strong emotional tension having been aroused in those exposed to the 
communication. Feelings of alarm and disturbance at the nature and. the spread of 
AIDS were general. The intensity of those feelings was, moreover, typically high. 
Anxiety at the potential for contracting A IDS l?as not as pronounced, but a high level 
of concern was nonetheless reported by over half of the respondents. 
Table 3. 
Affective Reactions to Fear Stimulus Hxpressed as a Percentage 
of Total Responses_ 
Indices_ Condition L Condition 2_ Total Sample 
(H=47) (H=56) (H=103) 
1 _ Aliu:IB at spread of AIDS_ 
High - Extreme 89 _ 3• 
Lov - Moderate 10. 1• 
2_ DktlIFbilllCe at the range 
and nature of symptoms. 
High - Extreme 96-4• 
Lov - Modemte 3_641, 
J_ Allr.llJ(.Y at the possibility 
of contracting AIDS. 
High - Extreme 51 _8• 










i·Ldd.itional evidence of the effectiveness of the threat appeal in provoking a 
specifically "fearful" reaction is provided. by subject.s' evaluations of the video and 
slid.e rnaterial on the ten-point scale acco1npanying the Fear Index. The results are 
surnmarized in Table 4. The nature of subjects' responses supports the conclusion that 
the threat appeal functioned as an strong affectiv-e and, thus_, peripheral cue. 
Table 4. 
Subject EY3.luation of the Threat Appeal a:J Pear-M0115ing 
Stim.ulll.5. Expressed 83 a Percentage of Total Respoll!Jes. 
Scale Ratings. Condition 1. Condition 2 _ Total Sam.pie. 
(N=47) {N=56) (N=l03) 
High (8-10) 64.0% 73.0% 69.0% 
Mod. {5- 7) 34.0% 27.0% 30.0% 
Lov (1- 4) 2.0% 1.0% 
Attitude Maniyula.tions. 
A tln·ee factor multiple analysis of ·variance (MANOVA) was employed to assess the 
influence of the experimenW treatments (Condition), the repeated measures (Test) 
and gender difference (Sex) on subjects' attitudes to~rnrd AIDS victims and 
homosexuals. Because of the absence of a repe.at.ed measure for the STDC Control, 
tbis group was excluded from Ui8 analysis. 
Significant main effects ~,ere found for each of the three experimental factors as 
measured by Uie AA VS and U1e KHAS. The results for each of Uiese attitude measures 
are discussed separately below t.ogeU1er wiU1 details of additional relevant analyses 
tmdertaken. 
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Attitudes Tovard AIDS Victims. [ Appendix VIII ] Analysis of subjects' 
responses to the AAVS on t11e MANOV A revealed sig1uficant main effects for 
Condition, [ F(3)95) = 3.726, p-::.05 ], Test [ F( 1,195) = 45.405_.p-::.0l ] and Sex 
[F(3, 195) = 5.526, p-::.01]. No sig1uficantinteractioneffect '?las found. 
In the case of Condition, the mean attitude scores for each of the e}:.-perirnental groups 
shCi'{lS that subjects presented ~lith t11e tlie '?.:'Tit.ten message and engaged in subsequent 
issue-relevant discussion (the Elaboration Condition) '?rnre the most positivB, or 
frtvo1u·able, in their attitudes t.c>1-.1ztrd AIDS victirns over the first and the second post.-
testings. By contrast, those subjects exposed_, in addition_. to the tlrreat appeal (the 
rnixed Fear and Elaboration Condition) ~1ere least positive in their attitudes_. ~.rhile 
those who -..:-.,ere distracted from a detailed evaluation of t.11e communications (the 
Fear Condit.ion) fell beh1een the t'PO e},_1.remes. In neither of t11e latter t~lo conditions 
'?lere the C>btained means as great as for the experimental Control. On the first post.-
testing, moreover1 h..'>JJ8 of t.11.e treatlnent means exceeded that of the Control. On 
subsequent analysis_. ho~1eve1\ the obtained negative differences did not approach 
sigrrificance and ~7ere consequently ignored. 
Noh,1itl1Still.1ding t11is variability in the direction of experimental effects relative to the 
Control group, the evidently persistent persuasive impact of U1e communications in 
tl1e Elaboration Condition is, 1j1 i,1.)J~1/J°i.'>JJ_, consistent witl1 tl1e predict.ions under U1e 
ELM (See Table 5 for mea11S ). 
Less encouraging were the findings with respect to the repeated measure, or Test 
variable. Specifically, the general increase in subjects' attitude scores bet:'9.reen the 
first and second post-testings is inconsistent with expectations. The result indicates 
that_, 1rrespectiw.of experimental condition, subjects' attitudes toward. AIDS victims 
improved over time. Given the prediction that the persuasive impact of the 
communications in the Fear Condition 110uld deteriorate relative to the other 







Mem Scores for Treatment Groups on the First and Second 
AA Y S Po:n-Testi.ngs. 
Condition. Test 11. Test 12. 
Fear. 58.536 61.602 
Fear and Elaboration. 58.426 59.937 
Elaboration. 59_315 65.786 
Control 59.418 63.444 
STDC Control. 58.265 
Mean for Total 
Sample 
(Excluding STDC) 59.626 62.345 
Note. Due to unavailability of subjects in the STDC Control., the 
AA VS vas not administered a second time. Although the scores 
for this group vere not included in the MANOYA., the mean 
obtained for this group on the initial fir.n post-testing i3 included 
for later reference. 
More consistent 11ith predictions was the obtained main effect for Gender. The mean 
attitude scores for males and fem.ales ( see Table 6 ) revealed that males were typically 
less favourable toward AIDS victims across all experimental conditions on both first 
and second post-testings. Only in the control group on the second post-testing was 
there any deviation from this pattern. In that instance tlie mean attitude score for 
rnales was greater than for females. Tlie magnitude of the effect, however, was 
negligible and because no significant interaction effect for Sex and Condition was 
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revealed .. the finding appeared to be aberrant and did not detract from the general 
finding that fern.ale subjects were more favourable in Uieir attitudes to1.Tard AIDS 
victims than U1eir male counterparts. In Uris regard the fourth experin1ental 
hypotliesis irns confirn1ed. 
Table 6. 
Mean AA VS Scores for Males and Females 
Across Condition and Test. 
Condition. Test I 1. Test 12. 
1. Fear 
Male 56.095 59.333 
Female 60.000 62.971 
2. Pear and. Elaboration 
Male 55.000 56.125 
Pemale 60.194 61.935 
3. Elaboration 
Male 61.143 62.143 
Female 62.238 67.000 
4. Control 
Male 60.393 63.929 
Female 62.238 62.188 
Total Sample Mean 
Male 58.291 60.382 
Female 60.476 63.524 
Despite the apparently gTeater positive effect of the Elaboration Condition upon 
subjects' attitudes over time, U1erefore, the results of U10 experimental manipulations 
offer, at best, lhnited support for the ELM. This becomes even more evident wl1en 
U1e findings are analyzed more closely. 
To begin ~,ith, a one way analysis of variance on the results obtained from the first 
post-test indicated no significant difference in subjects' attitude scores 
[F(3, 199)=2.513,p<.0597]. Moreover, an a priori planned comparison (see 
Appendix VIII), used specifically to test Uie first experiniental hypotliesis , revealed 
the absence of any significant difference between each of tlie treatnient conditions 
and the Control [ t ( l 99)=0.247,p<. 805]. This result was inconsistent witl1 
predictions and the first hypothesis was disconfirmed accordingly. 
A similar a priori planned comparison across experimental conditions reveals that 
subjects' attitude scores in the mixed Fear and Elaboration Condition differ 
significantly from those in the Elaboration Condition [ t (200)= -3.422, p<.01]. Of 
itself the finding of a significant difference is not inconsistent with the expectations of 
the ELM. Ho1lever, an eY ..amination of Uie mean attitude scores for tlie two conditions 
( see Table 5 )., indicates not only a difference in the rnagnitude of tlie scores but also a 
difference in Uieir direction. Far from having Uie most positive and persistent 
impact on subjects' attitude scores, the Fear and Elaboration Condition demonstrably 
had the least positive persuasive effect of all Uie experimental conditions. Again, the 
result was inconsistent witl1 predictions and the third experimental hypothesis -..:;,as 
disconfirmed accordingly. 
Given these outcomes a Sclieffe test was conducted to determi11e specifically which 
pairs of experimental groups differed significantly on the second post-test ( see 
Appendix VIII). Tlie test revealed that scores in the Elaboration Condition differed 
significantly from those in both Uie Fear and the mixed Fear and Elaboration 
Conditions [F(3,200)=5.503,p<.01], hut again not from those in Uie Control. 
Interestingly the obtained difference between the scores for the Fear and the Fear and 
Elaboration Conditions did not approach significance. 
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To assess the relationship between the STDC Control and the main experimental 
groups_, a number of t- tests were conducted [Appendix IX]. Because subjects in tlie 
STDC Control ir,1ere tested ()lily once, comparisons llere restricted to tlie first post-
test only. 
Cornparing1 firstly, tlie STDC Control llitl1 the main experirnental Control _, no 
significant difference llas found in tlie obtai1ied scores [ l (76)=0.61.p<.547]. \Vitl1 
respect to Elaboration Condition_, however, a significant difference llas revealed 
[ .(88) =2.09,p<.05), the means ( see Table 5) indicating that subjects in tlie that 
condition ,;:;rnre more positive in tlieir attitudes t11an those in the STDC Contxol. This 
'*'as in contrast to tlie obtai1ied variation in tlie scores bet'*rnen tlie rnain Control and 
the Elaboration Condition. No oilier significant differences ,;:;,1ere found and_, 
tlIBrefore, no additional support is given to the assumptions of tlie EUvL 
Despite tlie different population frorn ,;::,1111.ch tlie STDC Control 'Fas dra'4.rn tlie 
responses ,;:;rnre not very dissimilar frorn Control group. To iliat extent, tlie possibility 
of tlie experinIBntal findings being generalizable beyond an undergraduate student 
population is suggested. 
Attitudes Tovard Homosexuals_ [Appendix X] Tlie same three factor multiple 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) used to assess tlie effects of Condition, Test and Sex 
upon subjects' attitudes toward AIDS victims 1,1as also used to assess tlie influence of 
tl1ose factors upon attitudes to11ard homosexuals. Again_, tlie STDC Control was 
excluded from t1i8 analysis. 
Significant main effect.s were found for Condition [ f (3,195)=3.726, p<. 05 L Test 
[ F(l,194)=16.596,p-::.0l ] and Sex [ F(l,195)=5.526, p<.05 ]. No significant 
interaction effect 1las revealed. For all factors t1i8 observed effects were similar to 
those found in the AAVS analysis. 
In tlie case of Condition, tl-ie n-iean attitude scores ( see Table 7 ) for each of tl-ie 
treatn-ient groups showed tl1:1t tl-ie Elaboration Condition '{-las_, again, most effective 
of all in enhancing positive and persistent attitudes t•'{-ntrd homosexuals over ti1r1B. 
As for tl-ie ~6,.i1VS, tl-ie rnixed Fear and Elaboration Condition '{-las least effective in its 
persuasive impact_, while tlie Fear Condition '{-las of int.ern-iediate effect. In tl:ris 
instance only in the Fear and Elaboration Condition did the mean attitude scores on 
tl-ie first and second post-tests fail to e~eed tl1ose of the Control. 
Table 7. 
Mean Scores for Treatment Groups on the First and 
Second KHAS Post-Testings. 
Condition. Test i 1. Test I 2. 
1. Fen. 79.757 82.200 
2. Pear and Elaboration. 76.095 78.982 
3. Elaboration. 86.238 88.286 
4. Control 77.721 80.110 
5. STDC Control 77.147 
Mean for Total 
Sample 
{Excluding STDC) 79.392 83.688 
In tl-ie case of U-18 repeated measures, or Test v-ariable tl-iere was an overall increase in 
scores bet'{-leen U-18 first and second post-testings, indicating improvement in subjects' 
attitudes to'{.,rard homosexuals irrespective of the experimental treatrr1Bnt. Consistent 
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~.rith this, scores for the Control also improved over time. Once again the outcome is 
contrary to expectations f10~1ing frorn the second experimental hypothesis. 
\Vith respect to Sex the expected gender differences in subjects recorded attitudes 
11iere obtained. i\.gain as for the AA VS, the mean attitude scores for males and females 
( see Table 8) showed that.male subjects were less favom'able in their attitudes to~•rnrd 
homosexuals than females. The same deviation observed with the AA \1S., was also 
observed for the Control on second post-testing. Here males were rnore sympathetic 
toward homosexuals then females. For the reasons already described in the context of 
U1e AAVS, the deviation ilas ignored. It ilas sufficient to note that the predicted sex 






Mean KHAS Scores for Males and Females 
Across Condition and Test. 
Condition. Test I 1. Test I 2. 
Fear 
Male 76.286 78.286 
Female 83.229 86.114 
Fear and Elaboration 
Male 70.500 74.688 
Female 81.690 83.279 
Elaboration 
Male 83.375 85.714 
Female 89.199 90.857 
Control 
Male 77.379 81.345 
Female 78.063 78.875 
Total Sample Mean 
Male 76.880 80.008 
Female 83.025 84.780 
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Despite the overall similarity of these results 1litl1 those obtained for the AAVS there 
~rere notable differences. Firstly, ,.Tith respect to the initial post-test1 the same a priori 
planned comparison used with Ure AAVS to test U1e first experimental hypotliesis ,rns 
applied to the KHAS. As for the AA VS, Ure :magnitude and direction of th:1t 
difference in subjects' attitude scores ,.rere fomld. to be inconsistent ,.Tith predictions. 
Ho~lever} a 011e ,,ay analysis of variance sho1{v7 ed that in contrast to the AA \lS_, tire 
difference ,,as significant [F(3, 198) = 5.2801p-::.05]. A Scheffe test1 revealed the 
source of ti1at difference1moreoverJ as being bet"(?een tire Elaboration and tire nliY.ed 
Fear ruld. Elaboration Co1ld.itions1 and the Elaboration Condition aild. tlie Control. 
'\Vith respect to tlie latt.er at least tlie outconie ,ms more consistent· ,lith tire 
experiniental expectations. 
Furthel\ although like t11e AA VS a significant difference was fomld. heh.Teen attitude 
scores on tire secoild. post-test [ F(3,200)=5.1851p<.0l L an additional Scheffe test 
revealed tliat in contrast to U-18 AAVS_, U-18 Elaboration mid. Control Groups ,;:;1ere 
significantly different at Ure . 05 level. 
However1 altl1ough U-.tBse results are son1e,.1l1at more in keeping 1.1itl1 U-ie experiniental 
hypoU1eses1 critical inconsistencies noll8tl18less remain appai·ent. An a priori plarnied 
comparison of attitude scores on ttie seco1ld. KHAS post-test, for example1 sho,;:;ls tl1at 
~1llile attitude scores in Ure Elaboration Condition are significantly different from 
tl1ose in the Control1 Urey also differ in magilitude .wxf tf.irect.it).JJ from those in Ure 
Fear aild Elaboration Co1ld.ition [ t (205) = -1.973, p<.05]. This is contrary to Ure 
relationsllip predicted between tl18 two by Ure seco1ld. aild Ulird experirriental 
hypotlieses. Tlie overall improve1nent in subjects attitude scores on tl18 KHAS 
bet,;:;reen first aild. second post-tests is sinlilarly probleniatic. 
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"\Vithrespect to the relationship of the STDC Control to the 1nainexperimenta1 gToups 
no significant differences ~,ere found} ~.1ith the sole exception of that beh1een the 
STDC Control anrl the Elaboration Condition [ l (88)=2. 09,p<. 05 ] (see Append.ix 
IX). 
The RelationshiJ! Betveen the AA VS and the KHAS. 
A Pearsons Product lvioment Correlation was employed to assess the degree of 
relationship, if any, bet1{1een the scores of the t~.1O attitude measures. On the first 
post-test a positive correlation beh1een measures was found (p=.6953). On the 
second post-test the obtained correlation 1.1as increased ( p=.7745). "\V'hen scores on 
the AAVS and Uie KHAS i.rere aggregated across both tlie first and second post-test.s 
tlie correlation coefficient i.ras maximized (p=.7775). Given the high and positive 
nature of this correlation tlie fourth experiniental hypotliesis is confirmed. 
Conclusion. 
Tlie consistency beti.reen the hypotliesized and tlie obtaill8d relationship between the 
two attitude rn.easures not'{1itJ1StandingJ the experiniental findings are broadly 
inconsistent ~rith predictions. Possible explanations for that inconsistency and it.s 




This study 11as intended to test the central assmnptions of Petty and Cacioppo's 
( 1986a) Elaboration Likelihood. Model <)f Persuasion by contrasting the effects of 
central versus peripheral route processing on the persistence of induced changes in 
subjects' attitudes to1<.,ard AIDS victifr1s and homosexuals. It was also int.ended to 
establish ViThether gender was a significant det.errninant of attitude and Vilhether., in 
addition, attitudes to11ard AIDS victims and attitudes tJ)v;1ard homosexuals are in any 
Virny related. 
The results1 as we have seen, v;1ere mixed. To the extent that subjects in the 
Elaboration (central route processing) Condition ViTere significantly more favourable 
in their attitudes over time than subjects in other conditions, the ELlv1 is supported. 
Hov;.rever, the lack of significant difference in attitudes as measured. initially on the 
AAVS, and U1e overall improvement in attitude scores on botl1 the AAVS and U1e 
KRAS , Virnre inconsistent i,i th predicted outcomes. The fact, moreo ,;,,-rer I that scores in 
the mixed Fear and Elaboration Condition differed not only in magnitude but also in 
direction was also contrary to expectations. Superficially, at least, the validity of U1e 
assumptions underlying the ELM Vilas cast into doubt. 
lvfore positively, expected. gender differences were confirmed, as was the predicted 
high correlation between attitude scores on the AA VA and Uie KHAS. 
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These outcom.es and Uieir implications ~,ith respect to Uie ELh1 are considered. in 
detail in Uie folloving sections. Possible explanations for Uie results obtai11ed are 
revie1~led and U18 adequacy of Uris study as a basis for discounting til8 ELM is 
exarrri11Bd. Tlie validity of Petty and Cacioppo's (1986a) single processing hypotliesis 
is reassessed in Uie light of UIB inconsistent findings presented by U1is study. 
Message Effects_ 
Having regard., firstly, to tl18 absence of significant difference in Uie AAVS scores 
1.111811 nIBasured innnediately fol10•~1ing Uie experimental interventions., it is apparent 
Umt tlie hlo conimm1ications ( U18 tlu'eat appeal and U18 dispassio1mte '9lritten message) 
~.rere U11Successful in inducing any pronomiCed shift in subject's attitudes., either 
positive or 11Bgative. In contrast til8 obtai11Bd differences in subjects' scores for the 
KRAS on tl18 first post-testing welP. sig11ificant, attitudes in tlie Elaboration and til8 
Fear and Elaboration Conditions differing botli in nmgnitude and direction relative to 
tlie Control. T118se hiConsistent results sug~:Bst a differential niessage effect '9.rith 
respect to subjects' attitudes toward homosexuals, but not wit11 respect to Uieir 
attitudes t.m~1ard AIDS victin1S. In t118 case of subjects in tlie Fear and Elaboration 
Condition, moreover, tlie evidently less favourable attitudes recorded relative to the 
Control suggBsts eitlIBr tlmt tl18 fear-arousing materials and tl18 1ll'itten messagB 
interacted to produce a n.egative attitude shlft1 or in tlIB altenmtive tlmt tl18 tlrreat 
appe--al constituted, in Petty and Cacioppo's ( 1986a) terms, a "~reak" argmnent ~1llich 
moderated tl18 positive effects of t1l8 more objective advocacy. 
Of the two alternatives, the latter is appealing. Certainly in the case of subjects' 
attitudes toward AIDS victims, the threat appeal was associated with a n.egative 
attitude shlft over both the first and the second post-testings. That effect was not, 
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hi::;,11evei\ consistent for t1lo attitude scales. In the case of the KRAS it was the 
threatening rnaterial of the Fear Condition ~rhichJ next to the Elaboration Condition, 
had tJ1e n1ost positive persuasive impact, 11hile the combination of messages in the 
Fear and Elaboration Condition had the least positive impact. Vlhile on the face of it 
tliis outcome disconfirms the viei1 that the threat appeal constituted of itself a ~,eak 
argument, the fact that the group differences obtained relative to the Control ~.rere not 
simlificant for either attitude rneasure renders the issue inconclusive. w 
Inferences n1ay, holrever, be draim. It is, for exarnple1 evident on a revieil of 
subjects' responses to the Fear Index that a generally high level of fear ~las 
engBndered in those 1,1ho ~lere exposed t<) the threat appeal. Given the prevailing 
social psychok)gical view that intermediate versus high levels of fear are com1ter-
productive of attitude change and behaviom·al compliance (h-1cGuire, 1985)., it rnight 
reasonably be concluded that. the fear-arousing materials constituted a weak rather 
than a strong persuasive argmnent. as originally intended ... 6Jthough ostensibly the 
appeal was couched in terms favourable to the advocacy} if it in fact elicited 
predominantly unfavourable thoughts it "\\1ould1 according to the ELM, moderate the 
positive persuasive effects of the writ.ten message. Should, moreover, subjects be 
distracted. from scrutinizing t11e merits of the advocacy ( as \Vas in fact the cz:ise )} 
attitude shift vould be deterrnined by t11e predorninant peripheral cue "\llhich here rnay 
1,1ell have consisted of negative affect. Following the Petty and Cacioppo ( l 986a)., this 
would result in an erosion of positive persu&ion. 
Irrespective of Petty and. Cacioppo's (1986a) apparently int.erchangBable use of 
"weak argument. and "counter-argument", the operation of the threat appeal as a 
negative or unfavourable persuasive cue is problematic for this study since it would 
not only be contrasting U1e central and peripheral rout.es to persuasion, but also strong 
and 11eak rnessage content_; something it v,1as not intended to do. 
The assumption U1at the Un·eat appeal elicited predominantly unfavourable U1oughts in 
those exposed to it, still does not adequately account for the negative results obtained 
in the Fear and Elaboration Condition on both the AA VS and tl1e KHAS. Subjects in 
this condition ~l8re not distracted from a systematic evaluation of U1e v,,ritten 
message, but 1,ere, on the contrary, actively BiSv..'YNJr..fgait.o eiaborate on the merit.s of 
U1e information presented. According to Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a)_. this should l1ave 
mitigated tl1e 1.mfavourable impact of tl1e U1reat appeal., since it should l1ave functio11ed 
as an affective and.,therefore peripheral., processing cue. Had tl1at assumption l1eld 
true_, tl18n according to U1e ELM tl18 relative importance of il1Ztt cue would have been 
diminished 1.Titl1 the increased level of argument scrutiny (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a) 
The 11et effect should still l1ave been a positive and persistent attitude shift. 
The only remaining explanation for a contrary (i.e., negative) outcome which still 
ass1.m1es the validity of the ELM, ~,101.tld be that in spite of the enhancement. of 
subjects' ability to evaluate the merits of t11e cor.nmunications, tl1ey were not. 
motivated to do so. That being the case, the 11egative peripheral cue would l1ave 
functiN1ed as tl1e principal determinant. of subjects' final attitude leading to U1e 
relatively unfavourable attitudes that were obtained. 
Although pers1.msive, the latter e}Iplanation necessarily assumes that U1e components 
of the persuasion process, 1t.rr.rich Petty and Cacioppo (1986a) identify as reliably 
determining subject motivation to process, are in fact not as readily operationalized 
as is maintai11ed. The expedient of drawing to subjects' attention U1eir 01.rn 
susceptibility to AIDS, irrespective of their sexual orientation, and the use of highly 
personalized language from an apparently credible source should have been 
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sufficient to ensure personal relevance and., thus-' the motivation to process. 
Just as 1.Tith tl1e question of whe111er or not tl1e communications constitued strong or 
-z.leak argurnents, hoi.vever, U1e issue reniains moot, since in view of Um lack of 
significant difference bet:'*rnen the Fear and the Fear and Elaboration Conditions 
relative to the Control, no firm conclusions can be drailn. \Vhatcan be said, however, 
is that irrespective of the direction <>f tlm obtained differences in attitude scores on the 
initial post-testing ,the message effects were insufficient to justify anything other than 
a rejection of Um first experi1nental hypot11esis. The fact , moreover, that on the 
second post-test t11e Fear and Elaboration Condition had the least persuasiv-e impact 
permits a rejection of the third experinmntal hypothesis. 
For an explanation of tlm inconsistency betlmen the hypothesized and the obtained 
outcomes it seen1S 1mcessary to look beyond the model of persuasion used to the 
methodology of t11e experiment itself. The failm·e to operationalize adequately the 
components of the EL1,1, or alternatively, to control for extrinsic variables may, 
here, be problematic. However, it should be noted that difficulty of implementation 
does not point only to inadequate experimental design. It also highlights t11e 
apparently intrinsic difficulty of reliably manipulating persuasive variables to bring 
aboutadesired outcome. In glossing over Uris Petty and Cacioppo (1986) may also be 
glossing over a basic t1aw in Um assumptions upon "*'hich U1e ELM rests. 
Persistence. 
\~!ith respect to Uie hypothesized persistence of any induced attitude change, t11e 
experimentru findings ru-e quite cleru-. The improvement 1 irrespective of c:ondition,in 
subjects' attitude scores on both tlie AAVS and U1e KHAS is completely contrary to 




about tl1e persistence of attitude and not about it.s improvernent the outcome is of 
particular interest. 
A munber of explanations for Uris improvement in attitudes over time are 
possible,rnany of them related to metl1odofogical artifact or 8Ai.ra-experirnental 
factors. The ELM should not, accordingly be dismissed out of hand. To begin ~1itl1, 
the distinction bet.,1een central and peripheral route processing may not have been 
adequatBly established. This may have resulted fron1 an absence of adequate 
motivation on the part of subjects in tl1e Elaboration Condition to systBmatically 
evaluate the messagB. In the alternative it may have follo~rnd. on a faih.u'e of tl1e 
distraction exercise to prevent subjects in the Fear Condition from elaborating upon 
the written material presented ~lith the threat appeal. The possibilities are many. 
Anotller possible explanation is that of "experimenter expectancy" (Rosenthal, 1972, 
cited in Cook&. Campbell, 19T7). Tl1e experimenter's intent and expectations may 
have been communicated to subjects with a resultant. confounding of tl1e experimental 
findings. This possibility is a real one, particularly given the comment by one subject 
following the second administration of the attitude scales to tl1e effect tllat participants 
in tl1e experiment were being "checked out to see if tl1ey thought any differently". In 
the contei-.1. it lrould not be surprising if subjects had concluded that U1e expected 
difference involved an improve1nent in their previously recorded sympathies. 
The most interesting possibility in terms of challenge to the comprehensive11ess of tlle 
ELM, ho,,ever, is that represented by U1e "sleeper effect" , or more formally tl1e 
"d.issociative cue hypotl1esis". This effect was first described by Hovland, Lmnsdiane 
and Sheffield (1949) as involving an increase in persuasion over time that may occur 
,,hen a messagB is initially paired l1itll a suspect source or other discounting cue 
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which impairs U1e persuasive impact of a communication (Weiss, 1953 _; Cook et al., 
1979). °"vith the passing of time the incidental discounting cue becomes dissociated 
from the merits of the advocacy resulting in a conmiensurate increase in persuasion. 
Tlie hypotl'l8sis offered by way of explanation for this phenomenon involved a 
distinction between tlie Je.~:n1fng· of a message arid the /tccepi.%JCB of the advocacy 
WhiGh Uiat message contains. It was argued tlJat altl1ough the content of a 
communication may be well learned (i.e., attended to and comprehended), it may also 
be discounted or rejected on Uie basis of contextual variables. It '<".,as assumed, 
ho~,ever, tlJat over time the link bet~rnen tlie discounting factor arJ.d tlie advocacy 
would decay more rapidly than tlie link bet~1een the advocacy and tlie conclusions 
based onit. TIJis would result in the classic "sleeper effect", or delayed increment in 
persuasive effect (Weiss, 1953). 
Replications of the original study by Hovland et al.,(1949) have been many. Evidence 
in support of the phenomenon has nonetheless been mixed and has lead to the recent 
qualification tl1at it '!'ilill be observed only if the persuasive content is strong, the 
discounting cue is substantial enough to suppress the initial persuasive impact of the 
communication, and tlie delay between observations is sufficiently long. 
Having regard to the present study such a discounting cue may well have been 
provided by contextual factors such as time constraints or, alternatively by the 
actual nature of the advocacy itself. With respect to the former, the fact that subjects 
were assessed immediately following the experimental interventions may not have 
allowed them sufficient time to adequately consider the information presented. They 
may, as a result have been less wholeliearted in their acceptance of the message, to the 
consequent detriment of their initial attitude scores. Here, then, tl10 time lirriitations 
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necessary to tile administration of tile study could have functioned as a discounting 
cue. 
Alternatively the quite blatant assertion in tile communication ti-iat subjects should 
dismiss stereotypic perceptions of AIDS as a purely homosexual disease many 1-iave 
engBiidered a llegative reaction -zvhich, in its turn, prompted resistance to tile 
advocacy. Tlle phenonlenon of resistance is "li.1811 documented under such 
circumstances mid could well 1-iave impaired tile persuasive impact of the 
conrrnunication. Additional tinle might, tileoretically, have been required to 
dissociate tlle negative feelings of resistance from U:r.e ad.vocai:::y, resulting ina delayed 
increment in persuasion consistent with the sleeper effect. 
Given tllese possibilities, the apparent overall improvement in subjects' attitudes 
to11ai·d AIDS victims ai1d hon10seA'Uals give rise to questions about tile 
comprellensive1less of tile ELM as ar1 explanation for persuasion. Ho11 do Petty ai1d 
Cacioppo ( 1986a) account for it? 
V1·1llile acknowledging tlle sleeper effect, Petty arid Cacioppo distinguish it from tile 
ELM in three respects. To begin "li7ith tile ELM simply focusses upon el.iltor..i/i?4 
"liihile tile sleeper effect emphasizes lBiir111}1g Secondly, being concerned witl1 
leai·rring the dissociative cue hypotllesis assunles a simultruleity of processing of both 
salient contextual cues and message content. In otller "li1•rds tllere is tile potential for a 
joint, or additive effect of communication variables. Tlle ELM., by contrast, focusses 
on issue relevent elaboration in which tilere is "a trade off bet'9ileen mess%ae 
processing and. the operation of cues" (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a). Thus, attitude "lilill 
be deterrnitled primarily by message cues {?.r by message content, but not by tile two 
factors l.t>gel./Je..r. The third ai1d final point of distinction ,flowing from tile second , is 
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tliat in contrast to the d.issociative cue hypothesis., the EUvi holds that it is possible for 
contextual factors or messagB cues to affect the 'Fay in which an advocacy is 
pr(-:.cessed._. but not t,-.:,i contribute independently to persuasion. "In other ~.rords 
:meesage argunients and certain contextual variables may not have independent 
ettect.s .... tbut1 som·ce and. messa5ie tactors 1nay have mteract11:.re rattier tlizt.n ai11j.1tve 
effects in so:me contexts" tPettv St Cacioppo 1986a p 18Tl \ -· ..,. J J • .• 
\Vhile ackno~.1ledging these points ?f ~iffarence Petty and Cacj'ppo ( 1986a) fail to 
reconcile tile t~.10 differing perspectives. Apparently glossing over tile conceptual 
sif'1iifica:nce of the sleeper effect, tiiev label it an U11Sual pllenom.enon. sunported 
~· • .,. I\ .. J, 
primarily by studies in i.1hichadiscountingcue is presented .r1l'l£..:r ratllei' tlmn before 
an advocacy is presented. In their concluding statenlent they coveniently hold that 
(.-.braining tlle effect" may require conditions thit are infrequently present in either 
ti ' ---1 ld' . . 1 " 'F tt " ,,., . 1 ,..,_,.,,,. 18r,, 'l£' refu ~1,:)r or m persuas1onresearc11. l. ·e y &. L-ac1oppo_. '::Jooa_.p. · j;. 
As appealing as tlie dissociative cue hypotllesis may be as an explanation for tile results 
obtained in tile present study_. ho~Tever, it cannot be applied conclusively. In tlie first 
place tlie improvenient in subjects' attitude scores ~ms not intended and tlie study 171.Tas 
not, tllerefore designed to test for it. In tile second place tlie increase in tlie attitude 
scores for tile Control, suggests tliat i11iile tile sleeper effect may have been 
influential, sonie uncontrolled 'lariable in tlie experiment or extrinsic to it may liave 
influenced subjects' thinking. In this context it should be noted tint in tile foUl' ,.reeks 
Umt interve1ied bet~1een tlie first m1d second post-tests over 60 newspaper articles 
concerning tlie 1mture m1d spread of AIDS ~,ere collected from two of tiie principal 
daily ne'<?spapers. SimilarlyJ over the same period. a d.oucumentary and a fictionil 
"mini-series" on the theme of AIDS were screened on prime-time tslevision. Tlie 
information relayed) particularly by the televised presentations_. was broadly 
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consistent ~lith that presented to subjects in the experiment. If seen by subjects these 
oortravals could have reinforced tlie information contr.:ri11.ed in tlie exoerimental 
~ ~ ~ 
cornrrnmications. 
Clea..rly1 tl1e11i a number of possible explanations can be offered for tlie ge11.eral 
in1proven1.ent in subj·ects' attitude scores and amin because they ~,ere not readilv 
} V 'J • .• 
tested. or contxolled for, no explanation or con1bination of explanations conciusively 
accounts for tlie irnproved results. Despite tl.ie fact that tlie expected differences in 
attitude scores on tlie second. post-test ~.rere not obtai11.ed, tlierefore_. it is not possible 
to conclusively dismiss tlie ELM. 
Additive versus Interactive Effect. 
For the sanie reason it is also difficult to dra'!'\r anv conclusions about ~.111.etlier tlie 
-· 
affective cue, or threat appeal., and the ~.rritten niessage had an additive or interactive 
effect on tlie persuasive irnpact of tlie communications. Tlie fact tliat in tlie combilled 
Fear and Elaboration Condition yielded results totally contrary to expectations only 
renders the issue moot. 
Gender. 
Of tlie four experiniental hypotliesesJ only that relating to gBnder effects on attitudes 
~.ras conclusively supported. In tins study tlie sex of tlie subject enierged as a powerful 
predictor of attitudes, not only to1.1ard homosexuals, but also to11ard AIDS victims. 
Tlie observed tendency among nien to be less favourable toirard homosexuals is fully 
consistent ~,ith the accumulated literature (e.g.1 Herek, 1984: Kite) 1984) and was 
tlierefore not UlleXpected. 'Nliat was perliaps surprising was tlie similar tendency for 
males to be less sympathetic in their attitudes to'!"lard AIDS victirns. 
Under the EUvi less favourable rnale reactions to homosexuals ~,ould. be attributed t1) 
those factors determining "biased processing" of rnessage content. Petty and Cacioppo 
(1986a) describe this fonn of processing as occurring ~.rhen a particular variable 
motivates or enables a particular type of response, or conversely inhibits it. Among 
its determinants they nonJi11atB excessive message repetition., forewanJing of 
persuasive intent., fore'{o1arning of message content, and self-schemata. Given that the 
participants in ilJis study '!"lere not advised of the true purpose of tlie Ct)nrrnmlications, 
I 
or fore'{o.ranied as to its content, and given fm·tlier that tliere ~las no repetition of tlie 
niessagB content, it is to "self-sclieniata" Uiat i'.le can usefully look for ru:1 e1.11lru:1ation. 
According to Uie latter construct., if a rnessagB is inconsistent 11ith a person's illitial 
opillion that person '\'Till tend to com1ter-argue ru:ld, as far as possible, elimi11ate ru:1y 
dissonance tliat such a m.essa,__ge might engender. Applying this perspective to the 
present instance, male subjects niay have been reluctru:1t to adrnit to AIDS as being 
otlier t11a11 a homosexuals' disease for th.e reason tliat tliat ackno'{o1ledmnent niav liave 
·-· J 
carried '\'1itl1 it not only heighte1ied. an..c"'-ciety .. but also ru:1 additional threat to self-
perception as aresultofformingmore favourable viei1s ofhomose1.'Uals. Given tlJis, 
tliere niay liave been motivation on the pru:·t of some niales to counter-argue, with 
consequent adverse effect on tlie mean attitude scorE< for males . 
A similar ration-11.e might be applied to explain tlie more negative reaction among 
n1:tles to~.1ru:·d AIDS victims. Again it is tempting to attribute such attitudes to tlie 
identification in peoples' minds of AIDS 'Qlith homosexuality, as ~.Tell as to a related 
ru:utiety about the generality of the disease beyond the homosexual population. 
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The latter verspective is not too dissimilar frorn tJ1e eQ'O-defense concept alluded to in • u 
the introductory chapter t2,f this study. Its validity or otl1er~!ise not~lithstanding, the 
fact that the biased processing construct can apparently accornmodate a wide range of 
interpretations is a n11rk of tJ1e breadth of tJie frame~lork offered by Petty and 
Cacioppo ( 1986a) . ~1/./hile this is intrinsically usefulJ ho~1ever_, it does not necessarily 
valid.ate tJ1e fran1ei.10rk proposed for t11e explanation of U1e entire persua.sion-
attitude-behaviour relationship. 
Single versus Parallel Channel Processing.:. 
A more serious challenge to the EUvf corne not from this study but researcl1ers ~:,ho 
posit an "elastic capacity" notion of cognitive processing (Kaln1ern.an} 1973_, cited in 
StiffJ 1936 ). 
It should be clear by noi1 tlmt tl1e assumption that individuals are limited in t11eir 
infonnation processing capacity is central to tl1e EUvL The proposition tlmt n1essagB 
recipients niust choose eitl;e.r to respond to situational cues ().l' to messagB content is 
essentially consistent 11itl1 the sir~gle chamiel processing models advanced1 among 
others., by Broadbent (1957, cited in Stiff, 1986) and Deutsch and Deutsch (1963). 
However1 despite tl1e evident adoption of that model by Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a)i it 
does not appear to be extensively supported. In a critique of tl1e ELM offered by Stiff 
( 1986) tl1e findings of several researcl1ers (e.g.1 Lindsay1 1970; Triesman & Fearnle1\ 
1971) are cited as lmving establisl1ed tlmt far from being restricted to single cue 
processing people are capable of multi-channel stimulus processing. 
According to one such multi-ch.'-::t1niel processing theory developed by Kaluie1nai1 
(1973) cited in Stiff~ 1986)., tlie capacity to process is described as " an increasing 
function of capacity dernanded by tlie task" (Stiff~ 1986 ). Low levels of dernand ~lill) 
according to tllis vie~, leave considerable capacity free for tlie ind.ividml to process 
additio:ml inforrnation or cues shnultaneously. 
Such a hypothesis has been beyond tlie scope of tiie present study to test. It does) 
1ii)~lever) highlight the linlited. support for certain of the critical assumptions upon 
which tlie ELM rests and sw;,-g-ests useful areas of furtlier studv. vu J 
Limitations of this Study-=-
i•L number of niethodological problems have been alluded to in tlie previous sections 
of this study ~.1hich place limitations on the number and weight of tlie conclusions tl1at 
can be draim about the validity of othenlise of the ELM. Possible difficulty in 
distinguishing experimentally bet"i1een tlie central and tlie peripheral route_. and tlie 
likelihood that tlie tln·eat appeal served not as a strong_. or positive argunient1 but 
rather as a weak, or negative one are among tlie proble1ns encountered. 
Tl1at is not to say, however_. tllat conclusions cannot be drawn. 
Conclusions_ 
To begin vJitl1J the difficulties e1.'J)erienced in manipulating persuasive variables in a 
n1alllier consistent '\!\ritl1 tlie "recipe" formulated by Petty and Cacioppo ( 1986a) 
suggest tllat tlie ELM is! in fact, not readily operationalized.. If such is tlie case tlie 
predictive utility of Uie ELM suffers as a result. In naturalistic settings it seems 
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doubtful that the level of control over variables which is apparently necessary to the 
ELM can be achieved. 
1Nitl1respect to those experimental hypotheses reflecting the assumptions of tlie EUvi 
it is dear iliat these are unsupported. Tliat is not to say, ho~,ever, tliat tlm model 
should be discarded. The niethodological problems n1entio11ed in tlie previous 
section render tlie findings inconclusive. 
'Nliat can conclusively be said on tlie basis of tliis study is tliat gBrider is a po1.1erful 
predictor of subjects attitudes toward botl1 AIDS victirns and homose1.'Uals, 1rries 
being consistently less favourable tl-i.an females. This suggests a 11ecessary line c1f 
investigation into particular persuasive strategies tliat 11ill be effective in bringing 
about a positive sliift in tl1ose attitudes. 
TMiat is also clear frorn tlie findings is tliat the dispassiomte ~,ritten niessagB, used in 
tlie context of tlie Elaboration Condition, was the most successful in bringing about 
desired attitude change. Fear, by contrast, appeared overall to liave a counter-
productive effect. Tliis fact is quite consistent witl1 research into tlie differential 
persuasive impacts of high versus intermediate or 1011 levels of fear, and in tllis 
regard tlie findings have defirute implications for the development of preventive 
l1ealtl1 campaigns; notleast in relation to A IDS. 
As far as the utility of of threat appeals in the latter area the last '{.JO rd can go to Bruce 
Courtney, a journalist witll the Sydney Morrung Herald: 
"Frighterung the underpants off people won't necessarily stop 
them promiscuously using the equipment contained therein." 
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Subjects recruited from among outpatients attending the Sexually TransmittBd 
Diseases Clinic represent a much less homogeneous population relative to the 
populatic}n of undergraduate psychology students. Although predominantly 
Europea111 these subjects i,ere distinguished on a variety of educational, racial 
and social charactBristics. 
Because the questiom1aires i,1ere ad.rninistered to the STDC subjects dm·ing 
scheduled appointments at the STD Clinic it ~,as not possible to deal '{lith them 
as a group. Questionnaires i,1ere presented <>nan individual basis in a hospital 
intervie~l room ~lhich 11Jas provided. for that pm·pose. The experimental 
set.ting accordingly differed frorn that used for the student sample_, 
Because of the unavailability of the STDC subjects for furt11er post-testing1 the 
attitude measm·es ~l8re administered once only during the h,o ~rnek following 
the st.art ()f the experiment.. 
The STDC subjects ~rnre used principally for reasons of incidental interest. 
The point of interest ,,as ~,hether the responses of persons receiving treatment 
for se}..'Ually transmitted diseases would be distinguishable from t11ose of a 
presmnably more naive student population. It ~ms hoped that a high 
correlati<>n behrnen attitude scores for this smnple and the sarnple of 
tmd.ergraduates might allow favourable conclusions to be drawn about the 
gBneralizabili ty of the experimental findings. 
APPENDIX II 
THE KITE HOMOSEXUAL ATI1TIJDE SCALE_ 
( From Kite & Deaux, 1986)_ 
,,·;. ·:•:.. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 2. [ Kite Homosexuality Attitude- Scale 1 
HlSTRUCTIODS: 
1. EBTER YOUR CODE AID YOUR GEll'DER OH THIS LIRE 
2_ COJISIDER THE STATE11EHTS BELOW. I1JDICATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGBEE11EHT OR 




2 3 4 
Jleutn1 
3- PUT YOUR BESPOJISES OH THE LIRE WRICH FOLLOWS EACH ITElL 
EI.Alll"LE: 





HEBE THE BESP01JSE I1JDICATES STROHG DISAGBEE11EHT WITH THE STATE11EHT. 
[ 1] I would not mind having homosexual friends. 
[2] Finding out that an artist vvas gay vlould have no eHec:t on my 
appreciation of his/her work. 
[?>J I won't associate with known homose}..'1.lals if I can help it. 
14] I would look for a new place to live if I found out that my flat mate 
v-laS gay. 
[51 Homosexuality is a mental illness. 
[6] I would not be afraid for my child to have a homosexual teacher. 
[71 Gays dislike members of the opposite sex. 
[81 I do not really find the thought of homosexual acts disgusting. 
[ 91 Homosexuals are more likely to commit deviant sexual acts such as 
child molestation, rape and voyeurism (peeping toms), than are 
heterosexuals. 
{ 1 O 1 Homosexuals should be kept separate from the rest of society. (ie 
separate housing, restricted employment) 
[ 11] Two individuals of the same oox holding hands or displaying a.ff ection 
in public is revolting. 
[ 12] The love between two males or t\.vo females is quite different from the 
love between persons of the opposite sex. 
[ 1.31 I see t11e gay movement as a positive thing. 
[ 14] Homosexuality, as far as I am concerned, is not sinf u1. 
[ 15] I would not mind being employed by a homosexual. 
[ 161 Homosexuals should be torced to have psychiatric treatment. 
{ 17] The increasing acceptance of homosexuality in our society is aiding in 
the deterioration of morals. 
[ 181 I would not decline membership in an organisation just because it had 
homosexual members. 
[ 19] I would vote for a homosexual in an election for public off ice. 
(20] If I knew someone was gay I would still go ahead and form a 
friendship with that individual. 
[2 11 lf I were a parent I could accept my son or daughter being gay __ _ 
{ Items 1,2 .. 6,8 .. 13 .. 14 .. 15 .. 18 .. 19 .. 20 & 21 are reverse scored_ } 
APPENDIX III 
ATTITUDES TO AIDS VICTIMS SCALE 
\. 
QUESTIOHH AIRE 1 [ ATTITUDE TO AIDS VICTIMS SCALE ] 
IHSTR UCTIOHS: 
L ENTER YOUR CODE AND GENDER ON THE J:OLOVING LUfI 
2. CONSIDER IHE ST.A.TEMEHIS BELOV. INDICATE YOUR LEVEL 01: .AGREEMENT 
OR DISAGREEMENT USING THE IOLLOVING SCALE: 
1 2 3 4 5 
•~------~-----'------! ______ I 
Strongly Heutral Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
J_ PUT YOUR. R.ESPOBSE OH THE LIHES VHICH 1:0LLOY EACH ITEM 
EXAMPLE: 
5 
I think that tlle nuclear veapons are a good thing_ 
HERE THE RESPOMSE nrnICATES STROMG DISAGP.EEl1EITT 'W'ITH THE STATE11ElIT. 
[ 1] Finding out that a friend had AIDS would not cause me t:> end our 
friendship. 
[2] I v,muld be completely unconcerned by ·v..rorking v,1ith someone ,.-.,rit11 
AIDS. 
I thin!:: that a11 AIDS sufferers should be imprisoned. 
[4] I think that all i...IDS sufferers should be forced t:> live apart from t11e 
rest of society ( i.e., designated living areas and restricted employment.) 
[:)l I would be completely unconcerned for my children t:) go to a school 
attended by a child v1it11 AIDS. 
[6] Al11;.nov,m or suspected homosexuals should be iorced to undergo 
testin2" for t.he AIDS virus. ,...., 
[71 AIDS sufferers should be denied expensive specialist medicines so 
that other areas of our Health Services do not suffer. 
[8J I t11int people wit11 AIDS should be publicly identified. 
[9] People witl1 AIDS deserve to have the disease. 
[ 1 O] I •r.1ould be completely unconcerned about hugging <..>f ~.baking hands 
vvTitli someone ~Nith AIDS. 
l 11] I tllink AIDS is a divine punishment. 
[ 12] AIDS is rea11y a homosexual's disease. 
[ 13] Heterosexuals with only few sexual partners need not be concerned 
about AIDS. 
[ 14} T11e establisl11nent of the AIDS Support Network is an excellent t11ing. 
[ 15] All preadolescent and adolescent children should compulsorily receive 
explicit education about the dangers of AIDS, and about appropriate 
preventive sexual practices. 
{ Items 1,2,~>,10,14 & 15 are reverse seored } 
APPENDIX IV 
CORRECTED ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATION POR 
THE ATnTUDE TO AIDS VICTIMS SCALE 
Question Corrected Item-total Alpha if item 
Number Correlation Deleted 
1 0.249 0.717 
2 0.589 0.677 
3 0.238 0.716 
4 0.249 0.715 
5 0.493 0.689 
6 0.378 0.702 
7 0.238 0.718 
8 0.376 0.704 
9 0.377 0.707 
10 0.272 0~716 
11 0.334 0.709 
12 0.376 0.705 
13 0.166 0.722 
15 0.150 0.730 
16 0.464 0.696 
17 0.133 0.725 
18 0.251 0.715 
19 0.252 0.715 
NOTE. Due to ambiguity of ltelll3 14 and 
20 of the pilot questionnaire vere deleted piior 
to analy.s:i3. ltelll3 13, 15 &. 17 vere deleted after 
analy.s:i3, due to their lov item-total correlation. 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS APTER 
DELETION OF UNWANTED ITEMS: 
N OF CASES = 63.0 N OF ITEMS = 15 
ALPHA = 0.754 
I j '.(,, \ I j' ' ,; ' ... -
QUESTIONNAIRE 
INSTRUCTION: 
Please indicate. yau.r level af agree.meat with the items belaw 







.DI SA till.lili 
I tbio.k that the ·use.r Pays· app.rcac.b s.bould be. applied t>.Dl}" tt> 
tJJe PsycJJclogy .Depa.rtme.ot. · · . · · ~
. ;,.·. 
(PUT YOUR RESPONSE OH mE LINE WHICH POLLOWS EACHQUESTIOH] 
[ 11 Finding out that a friend had AIDS would not cause me to end our 
friendship. 
[21 I would be completely unconcerned by working with someone with 
AIDS. 
l3] I think that all AIDS sufferers should be imprisoned. 
[41 I think that all AIDS sufferers should be forced to live apart from the 
rest of society ( ie ., designated living areas and · restricted 
employment.). 
(51 I would completely unconcerned for my children to go to a school 
attended by a child with AIDS. 
[61 All known or suspected homosexuals should be forced to undergo 
testing for the AIDS virus. 
[71 AIDS sufferers should be denied expensive specialist medicines so 
tllat other areas of our Health Services do not suffer. 
,, .. ,:,,;_.:. :,, ... ~-; ,-; 
[8] I think people witl1 AIDS should be- publicly identified. 
[91 People-with AIDS deserve to have the disease. 
l 10] I would be completely unconcerned about hugging or shaking bands 
'\-\7:ith someone \lv"ith AIDS. 1 
[ 11] I think AIDS is a divine punishment. 
[ 12] AIDS is really a homosexual's _disease. 
{l-31 I don't v1ant to think about AIDS and its implications for me and those 
close tome. 
{ 14) Because of the risk of AIDS, people should never indulge in casual sex. 
n 51 · AIDS cannot be caught by someone v?ith only one consistent sexual 
partner. 
[ 16] Hewrosexu.a.ls 'Witl1 only few sexual partners need not oo concerned 
. about AIDS. 
[ 171 ·· Just because someone bas AIDS antibodies does not mean that they 
should tel1 their sexual partner(s) of their condition. 
[ 18] The establishment of the AIDS Support Network is an excellent thing. 
[ 19] .1 All preadolescent and adolescent children should compulsorily receive 
explicit education about the dangers of AIDS, and about appropriate 
preventive sexual practices. 
{20j People should maintain exclusively monogamous relationships. 
. ,, . . 
' ,!, :_ .. ~!'• • •. ·, ; ,j :!·,.::~~; j~ ~K,._~ ... :_:.~ .. r~~tJ .. ~::):~!'i,~: - !.~;; ·~'i~·;_: ~.i;~',•_,:; .•. c1~.::.1i ·~-~~: .. :,:._:,~~~~~·~th:~.:~~-~; ;~;i,.::!in}:i~:.i~~·1:~;, _ _.,:~; ,.: . •:· ·' ~ .:~ ·:~: ·.• .. ,:•~· , ,.;_, .- ,: :,-, :, >:.<.~i::, '. ,: . •,' ., :, '-,;•, .- .. 1; . 
APPENDIX Y 
FEAR INDEX. 
TICK BOX APPLICABLE FOR EACH QUESTION_ 
] During the video nresentation hov alarmed did you become at the 
1read of AIDS? 
rtrem.ely D Highly D Somevhat D Not at all D 
] During the video :nresentation hov disturbed vere you by the :range 
td nature of the manifestations of AIDS ? 
rtremely I I Highly D Somevhat D Not at all D 
:] During the video nresentation hov vorried did you become at the 
tought of contracting A IDS ? 
rtremely I · I Highly D Somevhat D Not at all D _______________________________ ... 
Vhat adjective(s) best describe your mood after seeing the video and slide 
,resentation? 
~Jarm D Fear D Disgust D Depression D Self-concern D 
[ostility D Coping• Invulnerability D 
Other (Please indicate briefly) 
~ate hov fear-provoking you found the video and slide presentation using 
tie f ollov"ing scale 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




[A] LECTURE SCRIPT. 
[BJ WRITTEN MESSAGE 
[A] LECTURE SCRIPT - FEAR COHDITIOH 
AIDS was fir.st ruopisd n 1981 n Hew York nl Los A:agtles mu u extra.orfuHJ 
011.0ruk utoig 1rnio-1.sly lultl.y 'JO'llllg' 11.u of Pu•oeystis urn:ii pll.n.11.om nl a. 
TUitty of 111.:alig.u:a.t cainr k:ao"&'l'I. as K;UJos:i· s urco:aa.. 
Tlte O'I.Orut: 1ns of eJiieaie Jro:,ortio:as u.i •.a.s .a.ssoei.a.tel 1ri.tl. a. eollJlete frilve of 
th A'lto-m:a'llll.e systel!!I.S of tl..t: 'ri.ctms. PM:'!IU!I.OJU.!L u,.I Hll>H:f "ll't:rt: ti.enfort: fow-.! to 
le o:rtly tlfo of a. lrou .a.rra.y of idilita.tng iisuns u.i onortuistie nfeetio:as ill of 
vJricl ns-.Itel -.1.ti.aa.tdy n. ha.ti. 
h th e.a.rllir sta.ges of tl.t tJiiuaie netill.s were iitlltifiei .a.s eo•hfr l.lllll.ost 
n:dwsinly fro• Yitm th eo•lii.mtJ of •a.It io•onnili ill n.tra.uio-.s inJf 
-.sers. Isohtti c;ases ,nre re:,orttl U!lo:ag h.t•o:,Jliliac:s. 
Bu sun rn81, lotl. n. th Umei States u.l th rut of th Yorll, tJte s1rui of .AIDS 
W )tt:ll tX}O:&.ellti.al, ti.t 111lfl)M of ffltlllS iouli:q' HUJ 6 - 12 1ii.OlltJ.s, n.{ it is 
llOY a.n.a.rut tht tl.e fuun :US a rul footl.oH. vitm tl.e so--eallei :a.onul 
leterosexul :,01-.Ja.tioll. 
h. fa.et ill Afriea. 10v tl.e fut.a.st is eo:asilenl to )e a.laost totally s1eeifie to 
leteroso:uls n.tier th:a. tie lo:aosexul 101ililio1. 
Des:pite resurel ul iroiou.c:e•uts fro:a th Vorll Hea.ltl. Orgoisa.tioll we bu :a.o 
real ii.ea. of loY "llt'iles1real AIDS n fa.et is. Ile figve of 50,000 hs )ee:a giull a.s n 
estilute of tie :a.'l:ll.)er of mtms •orli Yiu,. 1,t it •-.st )e reae•lerd. tht tht 
figve n:preso.ts ouy tl.ose vl.o a.rt ill tit ttfll.n.al sta.gts of th fuea.se, ul ioes ut 
ia.dde tl.ose vio earrJ th AIDS ntilolies _ 
h tit Sta.tes Yt )di.en tht ti •ny a.s 2 •illioll JHJh •a.y :aoY )e urryng tie 
ntiloties. b. Mriea. tht liilj' :peoile a.re e:qeetei to lie of A.IDS u.i A.IDS-nhtei 
i.ll.:usses our th :a.e:zt tvo yea.rs_ Thre th :,ro:Ue:a. is so senre tht tlere hs iee:a. 
s:penhtio:a. UO'l.t th )alnc;e of 10,nr )ei.:ag affec;td .. 
lie• Zulni slovs tl.e sa.ae 11.ner:1. nl 'Ufort-.utely yow elnn to eo•trol tke s1rui 
Jtere )y maigra.tio:a. la.Y or seren.n.g of Uooi 1roivts ete hs :,a.ssd.. Sn.ee tle first 
ease YiS n:rortd. n Nev Zealn.i. tke .:w:..)ers hn rise:a. bula.tieilly. 
Th Dirutor--6n.uu of yov Hultl DeJartlii.t&t was 1-.otet o:aly hst ii.O&tl. as sa.yug 
Otot '!ri.tm t1.e u:rt sen1t Jt:1.rs n HtY Zealni tle 1t"Ul)tr of AIDS :,ositiu :,eo:,le 
"llt'i1l ruel. 20,.000. O:a. tht )a.sis,. )y tle tV'll. of th ee:l.tV'J A.IDS "llt'ill )y far )e tle 
:a.-....)u o:a.e tiller of 1eo1Ie 'U.hr fifty. 
Ile m1liea.tio:as of ti.is n.:,ii nl aore or less u.eo:a.trolld. sired of AIDS are 
ohiouly sta.ggeri:a.g., Jutin.larly ti 'ft llOY )elitn tut onr 50K of t:lose Y.lo hn 
t.le AIDS u.tilolies "llt'i1l ltTtlo1 th h.ll-)low:a sp.iroae "llt'itm fin years of 
e:qosve.A.u. oft.lose tht io hnlo1 tu spjro•e it is )elitTel tht a.laost 100K 
Yi.11. le i.eai. wi.tl:n tme years. 
Of eovse resurd. efforts: c;o:a.tn.u illto fn.li:a.g a. nre., h.t th reality is tht tiere is llO 
eve. Tie )est tht ve en au.a.gt is to retarl th 1rogrusio:1. of tke fue.a.se; nl tlell 
o:aly to tl.ose tht en afforl it. Tit eost of lultl. ea.re is :,rollitin ni it "llt'ill vorstll 
a.s tit :proHe• ..-orse:as. h. Nev Zulni JO'I. bu alrtdJ hl to estulisl. a. c;o•aittee 
to see •.lo gets AZT_ Frut:ly., I ioll"t see .loY yov lea.ltl syste• is gong to )e uh 
to res10:u.. Of eovst tu USU.st is 1rnn.tul.t, h.t OUJ if iui:riiu.ls tnreist 
iiseretio:1. n. tl.eir sexul )ehT.iov., or c;ea.se tati.:ag ings iitn.u:ao-.sly, or at ha.st 
e:asvug tl.ey -.se ,r;hn uelles. Tle fa.et is tht ll.Ot eury)oty is gong to to ti.is. 
Alli, gi.Tn. tl.e lo~ i.:a.eua.tio:a. ieriol for th lisuse o:u o•iss:io:a is all it tabs for 
tl.e weetio:1. to s:,red. 
Mlly ioetors ni vriters are B.ow liknn.g AIDS to tie Blut Dea.ti_ Bu tht na.lo:ff 
is 1ot nilly a. goo{ 01e_ Som.eloa.y -..itl. tl.e }lll'e lih.•t lin lo:ag e10-.gl. to ea.rry tl.e 
eo11.t1.gio:a. e:z.te:a.sinly _ So:ra.eo:a.e 1fitl tle AIDS u.tillofus lowenr eu. )otl a.:,pear u.l 
fed reaso:u.Hy liealti.y for fin u.i m.on yea.rs Jiefore nfftrDg tle a.nte stages of th 
muse_ T:!l.tJ 1roluly to1·t f!TH. k:llOY tht tle'jn got it,. a.1l all ti.e yfilt: tuy·re 
1a.ssug tli.e muse 01 tluo-ugl tli.eir sn:ul eo1ta.ets, eo1ttllilwtel Hool proluts,. 
uelles ete _ 
h. Htv Zulnl ti.ere are literally lu.ireis of Jtoile wlo JtOY CAJTJ ti.e AIDS 
ntilolits )-.t wi.o a.rt a.s yet eo:a.1ltttly 'UI.Yare of tht fa.et_ Tlue 1eo1Ie of eo-.rse 
ut s1ruillg tlte muse en:a. fvtler. Th res~ dearly is t:U.t yo-w. Ive art ill at risk:_ 
01e of 0.e rul 1ro:HeD.s is t:U.t Ye 're lea.Ing -..itl. al lust a. fin year tiae Jag_ 
Ca.te)l• g ., j.s ll :lii.ost llil.:fOS:Slili': tasli::, :rartie.w:rl; :I.OW tut AIDS hs spruil 
ousru th trd.itioul rist gf01L}S -
I:a.e pro:Ue:11. of th s1rui of AIDs is a~ Yorst )y ne fa.et tht 1eo1le a risk gro11.:ps 
oftu resist testug or., if thy fiJti tiey are urryi:ag tie a.1tilolies,. a.re -u.will:i:ag to 
...-an tltir sen.al :,art:a.ers_ h Los ~des :aearly 271' of tl.ose vlo testti as AIDS 
:,ositin saii tht tley Yo'l.lh.'t tell 0.eir 1art11.ers -lo:a.osexul or }iserul_ 
Tli.n. titre are tlose vlo a.re iemera.tdy weethg people_ Tl.ere are :a.u.y eases 
lonll.t:a.td. ii. th Stales nl th Uutei Kil.gioJ!L 
I rea.l of a. ease :o. yov 01r.1. :,a.:,ers of a. Jill wlto pdliully UJ1.ittei. tht i.t hi slt:tt 
witl onr 20 ...-o:au l::u...-ug tbt h ya.s likely to u.feet ti.ta .-it}. AIDS_ Of tlost 
Yo:a.n. tht hn )eu. loutd. severa.l are 11.0Y AIDS :positin _ 
Buuse AIDS a.tta.el::s tie llllll'-lte systt• AIDS Tictms s-.ffu a. Yiit: ra.:tige of lisust: 
ui onortu.istie weetio:tS. .Ahtost ill are senrdy ie)ilita.thg lli fre1.u1tly :,a.n.ftl_ 
Ile •ortAlity rate is 10otL 
No :,art of th )oiy is free fro:a. tie eolietu:a.ces of AIDS_ Froa th sti:i. to t:lt. eutru 
un-o-u systt::a .. thre is ra.tiea.l ieteriora.tio11._ 
h th ease of tit }rm, fretn.tlJ tlere is u e:qosio1 of tl.e la.tera.l ve11.triuls u.i 
slriu:a.ge of t:le cere)rut _ Th eo:a.litio1 is k:10'0. as AIDS liae11.t:u._ Tlli eo11.litio1t is 
very eOllllllOJt ill.O:it.g AIDS netms u.i res11lts n Jttrt:ei ieteriori.tio:1. of ill li.n.tal 
:,roeess onr a. Yt:rJ slort :,erioi of tiae. 
1ut as tniul is tl.e •~t eu.eer I hn alruiy rtftrTti to - Kaqosi's S!fi!OJta._ 
Tlli en a.near llJYlt:re 01 tit: :ioiy 1.11.i ii. t:a.e gastro-u.testiul tn.eL It i.s 
1rogrusin lli fau.L It en )e trutd. 1ritl!. el!aotlera:n :ht tlli ofto. 011 lJ uis to 
ne 11.ny otler iiseoaforts uivd. )y t:le AIDS mtiJl_ Svgery is resortei to,. },t 
a.ga.iJt tlli ca.1 lt: 1ro:Ht:•1.tie_ A col!l:aOll sitt: for Ku:,osis sarco•a. for t:DII.Jlt is 0.e 
aose. Exeisio11. ohio-uly )e gr-ossly lisfi.gvi:Ag. Oeevrng :a.ear t:lt eyes,. :a.oreonr tie 
eo:ui.tio:1. Ult lta.l to }liJth.ess _ 
hotler tniea.l site for th sareo:aa. is ne 1ua.te u.i oeso:,hg-u_ 
It is also ut uuu.l for th gellita.lu. to )e affeetei. 
IroJtieally,. it:sJite t:le ioor :,rogusis for ieo:,le 'lfiti Xu:,osi·s sareo:aa. tiey are less 
likely to s,eeoai to Uis till thy are to otler 011ortuistie weetio:as sul a.s 
Jli'lll.o:aia._ Bl~ly th san:o:aa. ofte1 oulasts th :,11:i.e:a.t _ 
Senre w e:zrtruuly 11Df111 11leera.tio11. of tle gastroil.testi:ul tra.et is u.ot:ler eoao11. 
:SJli.ftOlil. IDet:n.tiolil of tl.e oeso:,l.agti eu. )e total. Oral tlnsll ul 11.Jnra.tioll is 
lhlost uiversa.l D1.o:ag AIDS mti.Jt.s_ 
EI\t:JtSin,. re:,etitin nl e:z.treaely iamn wera.tioll of tie a.ul a.rea. is a.p:i1 tnieal 
u.i retures ng-wlar trea.taut _ 
L'f.li.:t.lto1u ... 1. :,ai.:ahl s.-elliag of ne gln.is., is u.otl.u co•aoi futve of AIDS. 
:Beu~n of t.b suee:,tuility of }ou l!!lHrnY ilk O.t HU r1.iio tl.u1.:,y is oftu. rn.ti ou 
lli tffectin trut11.e11.t is nry tiffinlt. 
Sti:a. fuea.ses of covse are .allifestd. lriU. sone or all of tle SJllllpto:as I la.n 
:ae:uio:aei .. 
Xuounu. - a. iry itd.y sca.li.Jlg of th tut still. svfan is 11.ot ,u.sul ni ca.nu 
nnssAit fueoafort. Relief froa )all oils lllli skn UHll.S is tr~itory. 
Psonisis is less co:a:aon.., :h.t lib :a.ost of tlt AIDS co:atitioJtS n1nns t:z.ttJUOTt 
us1italisa.tio:a. ni trea.t:au.t. 
iUnglts is nothr tnical featve., occvrng ii oTu 255 of casts. Tnatae:at B.tit )e 
gi.Tu ealry if it is to )e effeetiu . .Beca.tie skiqles ill.TOlus :,aiafu i:l.fla:a-.a.tio:a. of 
th 11.un gnglia. t:le AIDS Tictia is libly to nffu utrt:a.e mco:afort. T:le fut gots 
o:a.. 
Stice:ttilility to otl.u sn:ully trusaittd. musts is also :ltigl.tud.. Extn•e casts 
of ~ntal ...-arts u.l lM}M an e1eo111tud. a:ao~ J,ot:l :ae1 nl 1ro11.e:a .. 
Du1ile th nry wi.u Tlllity of 1.-a.ys n ..-lid. AIDS c::11 }e :auifesti!!l it is of c:ovs:e 
:,re:a.atve agng n.i severe wastnr tht peo:ple :a.ost ofte:a. associa.te Yi.tll tb mean. 
Pren.atve agi:ag- is nlttl tnieal. Th sliie I suYei earlier toh.y s:lo•d t:le ra.1i.lity 
of th agi:ag- 1roetss aftu o:aset of th fill-)lovi AIDS spvo11.t. TJi.e :au. yo'I. sa.Y 
-was 27 wl.u l.e first insutei. Two years hter l.e W th fuw futvu., skn toiu a. 
hir eolovng of a. 111.0. ii I.is hte fifties. He tiei s:lortly aftu tlt seeo:a.l :,:lotogn.1:ti 
vas tu:ua.. 
Snere ,rastng is also ahl.ost WYtrsal ni is c:a:wsel, a:ao:ag otltr t~ }y th 
•alusoritio:a. of fool ht to ucemio11. ni mectio:a. of tie gastro-ntestilil tn.c:t. It is 
n s:lort a. ease of slowly Stal"Yllfr to iuO.. 
Coaphc:e:a.ey do-..t AID o)notily cu.·t )e a.fforiel. 
To }egn Yitli it's :a.ot jut .a. :lo•osez:ul"s iistast ni :aoY hs a. •a.jor foot loli n tl.e 
htuosexul con.n.'Uity. Vitl th fin JUI' uhy n n.uifestatio:a. of tu iistase 
aon:our, it"s likely tht AIDS is aore Yiits1reai Yi.ti.ii th gueral c:o•• wty th:a 
ns }elinei. 
As a. nrully trusaittd. muse, tht is :ao'riag' fro• o:u to u.otlu., it c:u. noln -
jut :u. faet as snllis hs. ~ .a.t 1rese:at it is uully o:aly trusaittei se:nally or }y 
coHaaiu.td. :ueiles w )looi :,roiuts., it is n:,dlt of uuloJng ill.to a aon easily 
coaauieule fol'll.. AlrtaiJ :u. fact nothr YarietJ of AIDS hs lee:a i.eteetei nl tm 
wt slod }e mwei will. real a.hr-a. 
[B] WRI"ITEN MESSAGE_ 
ACQUIRHD IMMUNODHFICIHNCY SYNDROMH I AIDS]: 
THE FACTS_ 
{ Rxcei:pts from •1n Point of Fact• 1 a monthly publication of the World Health 
O:rgruwation_. and information from the N_Z_ AIDS Foundation_ } 
AIDS is a dise83e that veal.ens the body's natuial defences ag8lll3t infection_ It is 
charactemed by th.e destruction of key elements in the host immune system., 
resulting in a series of severe und ultimu.tely fatal opportmrntic inf ectioro and 
malignancies_ The opportunistic infections most often found in people vi.th AIDS 
are Kmposi • s sarcoma ( a cancer } and Pneum.oncystis ca.rinii pneumonia. 
Neurological damage is increasingly comm.on_ Th.ere are over thirty other viruses., 
bacteria and fungi that take advantage of the lovered im.m:unity of AIDS sufferers 1 
but vhich of themselves nonn.ally pose no threat to life. A number of these AIDS 
related conditions (ARC's) make comm.on illnesses such 83 influenza, herpes, 
thrush., more severe_ 
Not everyone vho is exposed to AIDS virus develops AIDS or ARC's in the short 
term. Estimates to date indicate that vithin five years of infection 10-30% of 
individuals vi.th immune deficiencies Yill have developed AIDS and another 20-
25% vmtld experience ARC's_ There is as yet no cure or vaccine for the disease_ 
WHO IS AT RISK? 
AIDS is not a •homosexual's• disease_ Despite the fact that in Europe and the 
United States over 72</6 of ca3es of AIDS and ARC's occm from vithin the 
homosexual population., all sexually active people -vi.th mllltiple partners (or -vi.th 
partners vho have mllltiple sexual partners) are at risk. for the simple rea3on that 
the virn:J can be spread through any intimate sexual contact - heterosexual or 
homosexual_ Homosexual men have been disproportionately affected in the Western 
vorld simply because they vere one of the first groups outside Afrtca exposed to 
the virus_ In•Afiica and Haiti AIDS sufferers come equally from among men and 
vomen almost all of vhom m:e heterosexual. Many a.re chlldren_ 
HOW IS AIDS TRANSMITTED? 
The current medical opinion is that AIDS can be transmitted by: 
ca3es) 
[1] Intimate sexual contact vith an infected individual. (76</6 of U _ S 
[2] Using shared needles and syringes (17 </6) 
[3] Contaminated blood and blood products. (2</6) 
[4] Donation of infected body organs# other tissues or semen.(2%) 
(5] Congenital infection. ( 1 </6) 
The Iis:t. of infection is increased by: 
(1) Having mllltiple sexual partners, particularly vhere bodily fluids 
are exchanged. 
[21 Having sex vi.th someone from the so-called •mgh ris:t.• groups_ 
[3] Having anal sex_ 
(41 Having orallgenital and orallanal contact_ 
(5] Sh8Iing needles andlor syringes_ 
Studies shov no evidence th.at the infection is pa3sed by so-called ca3ual 
inte1per.mnal contact; i_ e _ 1 contact that can be even q ui.te close in the cmrrse of daily 
activities_ 
PREVENTION: 
It is 83 yet 1mcertai:n vhat makes some people more sll3ceptible th.an others to 
AIDS_ Basically, hovever, a strong imm:un.e system is maintained by good health_ 
Bad nutrition,. physical and psychological stress I heavy 113e of illegal or 
prescription drugs and repeated infections (especially of sexually transmirted 
dise83es) all depress the immune system_ 
It is still possible moreover to have enjoyable sex and not exchange any bodily 
fluids that might cont.ain. the AIDS vtrus_ 
The m:t. of AIDS can be significantly reduced by: 
(1] Maintaining good nutrition and exercise, and avoid excessive 
drug or alcohol 113e _ 
[2] Avoidance of all sexual activity vhich might caw:e cuts or tears 
in the lining of the rectum, vagina or penis_ ( eg anal 
intercourse 1 fellatio, 1:1rnniling113) 
(3) Avoidance of sexual cont.act vhen genital or oral sores cuts or 
damaged skin are in evidence_ 
[4] Avoidance of any activity involving tissue dam.age andlor 
exchange of bodily fluids_(eg_ anal or vaginal intercourse vi.th.out 
condom1 fellatio) 
[5] The routine 113e of condoms vhenever indulging in vaginal or 
anal sex_ 
AIDS IN NEW ZEALAND_ 
The mk of AIDS to the general population should not be underestimated_ Despite 
the fact that up to nov infection h83 occurred mainly among gay men1 intmveno113 
drug 113ers and haemophiliacs, the incidence among the heterosexual community is 
ming_ The long incubation period of the disease (up to five years) moreover makes 
detection and :management difficult and it is certain that many hundreds of people in 
Nev Zealand.1 heterosexual as vell as homosexual, are by nov infected_ 
Given the spread of AIDS outside the traditional mk categories and the fact that a 
cme of vaccine for AIDS is unlikely to exist vithin the next five to ten years, 
prevention is the only ansver_ Anyone vho is sexually active needs to take AIDS 





L Alann. Respon:Je Frequency Percent Cum_ Percent_ 
Extremely 47 29_6 29.6 
Higttly 85 53_5 83.0 
Somewhat 26 16.4 99.4 
Not at all 1 .6 100_0 
2_ Disturbance 
Extremely 63 39_9 39.9 
HigJ-Jly 74 46.8 86_7 
f.k•i)lfi'flflti.t 19 12.0 98_7 
Nott1.tt1Jl 2 1.3 100.0 
3. Conern 
Extremely 34 21.4 21.4 
Higrtly 39 24_5 45.9 
S0i1lff11lfl.8.t 73 45.9 91-8 
Hota.t&Jl 13 8_2 100.0 
APPENDIX VIII 
Statistical Tables: 
Attitude to AIDS Victims Scale_ 
TEST 1. 
(A) Analysis of Variance_ 
Source DF QQ MS FRatio ._, .. _, 
Bet'{•leen Groups. 3 4.447E+02 1.482E+02 2.513+00 
\i.fithin Groups. 199 11738.892 58.989 




No t';..r• groups significantly different at the 0. 050 level. 
(C) A Priori Planned Comnarison. 
Contrast. Coefficient Matrix. 
Grp 1 Grp 3 
{-. .-, ._~rp t.- Grp 4 
Contrast. 1 2.0 -1.0 0.0 -1.0 
Contrast 2 0.0 2.0 -1.0 -1.0 
Contrast. 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 -3.0 
Pooled Variance estimate 
Value S. Error T-Value D.F 
Contrast 1 -0.672 2.610 -0.258 199 
Contrast 2 -4.431 .-.. ri--,.-. ~ •• ie::.J -1.627 199 






{A) Analysis of Variance. 
Source DF ~~ tJt_l 
Beh.reen Groups. 3 9.773E+02 
',vithin -· C.roups. 200 11839.812 
Total 20:3 12817~0735 
(B) Scheffe. 
Group 
Mean Group ,-:, 1 4 ·:;, L- .) 
59.957 r, L 
.. 1 .- - '"? 
f) .OlJl 1 
63.444 4 








( * ) Denotes pairs of gToups sig1lifica11Uy different at the 0. 050 lev-el. 
(C) A Priori Planned ComP.arison. 
Contrast. Coefficient Matrix. 
Grp 1 Grp 3 
Grp 2 Grp 4 
Contrast 1 2.0 -1.0 0.0 -1.0 
Contrast ') (..• 0.0 2.0 -1.0 -1.0 
Contrast. ? J 1.0 1.0 1.0 -3.0 
Pooled Variance estimate 
'lalue S. Error T-Value D.F 
Contrast 1 -0.188 2.608 -0.072 200 
Contrast 2 -9.315 2.723 -3.422 200 







Source. S<;.' •- "-' DF MS F SiglF 
\Vi thin Cells 1ci983.341 195 97.379 
Condition 1008.435 -::, ,J 362.812 3.726 .012 
s " 8}{ 538.078 1 538.0738 5.526 .020 
,,.-i.,.. - i hTT C.,i-"<.T ~---->llL. JJ •-•t!L:.. 715~337 3 238.445 2.449 .065 
Test 733.701 1 733.701 45.405 .000 
Corld. by Test 7.953 3 25.984 1.608 .189 
<;.'-,Tt- T-nt ,_,t!.,,. 1y e~ .. 3B.929 1. 38.929 2.409 ~122 
Cond. bv <;_•e..,,. _: •-1 ·.ii 
bv Test 50.339 ,::, 16.780 1.038 .377 ., ._, 
APPENDIX IX 
T-Tests vith STDC Control. 
Test L 
Attitude St_ , T 2-Tail 
Measure_ Group N Mean S_D_ Error Value DF Prob_ 
AAVS Control 44 59.313 7.736 1.166 0.61 76 0.547 
STDC 34 58.265 7.460 1.279 
KHAS Control 45 77.622 16.518 2.462 0.13 77 0J:97 
STDC 34 77 .147 15.646 2.68:3 
Test L 
Attitude St T 2-Tail 
Measure_ Group N Mean S_D _ Error Value DF Prob_ 
AAVS 
KHAS 
ELP...E. 56 61. 964 8.539 1.141 
STDC 34 58.265 7.460 1.279 
ELAB. 
smc 
56 87.679 13.020 1.740 
34 77.147 15.646 2.68:3 
2.09 33 0.040 * 
3.44 82: 0.001 * 
APPENDIX X 
Statistical Tables: 
Kite Homosexuality Attitude Scale. 
TEST 1 







·,·7 fl)··) I . ,Jt...(., 
Tl.711 
DF ss 




,-• 4')1') 1._,roup '-· .) 
4 
80.625 1 
87.679 3 * * 





( * ) Denotes pairs of groups sig11ifieantly different at the 0. 050 level. 
1 
(C) A Priori Planned ComP-arison. 
Contrast Coefficient Matrix. 
Grp 1 Grp 3 
Grp 2 Grp 4 
Contrast. 1 2.0 -1.0 0.0 -1.0 
Contrast. 2 0.0 2.0 -1.0 -1.0 
Contrast 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 -3.0 
Pooled Variance estimate 
Value S. Error . I-Value 
Contrast 1 5.917 5.054 1.171 
Contrast 2 -9.879 5.332 -1.853 
Contrast 3 13.148 7.541 1.744 
TEST 2. 
(A) Analysis of Variance. 
Source DF 
Beh.reen Groups. 3 

















3 * * 












( *) Denotes pairs of groups significantly different at the 0.050 level. 
2 
(C) A Priori Planned ComP.arison. 
Contrast Coefficient l-vfat.rix. 
Grp 1 Grp 3 
Grp 2 Grp 4 
Contrast 1 2.0 -1.0 0.0 -1.0 
Contrast. 2 0.0 2.0 -1.0 -1.0 
Contrast 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 -3.0 
n.- ··1- 4 ' 7--:.,,1·•::>l•j~e -(;!t1·1rrt,e r i..>•J t!U 'I •~-u. ~-u..C. . t!., - ltl . 
Value S. Error I-Value D.F 
Contrast 1 5.720 4.709 1.215 200 
Contrast 2 -9.698 4.914 -1.973 200 
Contrast 3 11.520 7.041 1.636 200 
MANOVA. 
So1.m::e. ;;.•~ ._ ... _. DF lviS 
,;Ni thin Cells 71608.533 194 369.116 
Condition 462E:.393 3 1542.798 
Sex 2609.315 1 2609.315 
Cond.. by Sex 1332.988 3 444.329 
Test 522.074 1 522.074 
Cond. by Test 7.405 ,:, ~· 2.468 
Sex by Test 41.208 1 41.208 
Cond. by Sex 
by Test 60.094 3 20.031 
TProb. 
0.2:26 
0.050 * 
0.103 
F Sig/F 
4.180 .007 
7.070 .008 
1.204 .310 
16.596 .000 
.078 .972 
1.310 .254 
.637 .592 
3 
